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Melancholy stalks me, as ldth hesitating steps, I stroll 
dov.n the memory lane. Heat and dust, roused up by tho 
frer..zied 'Wheels of youth, are yet to settle dOKl. 
Scars, slowly replace the slough on ,\·ounds, perpetrated 
by the vagaries of fate. ftn ebbing pain pecks delicately 
at my heart, as with unbridled nosta.J..e;ia, I gaze upon the 
tanbs, sans epitah of my desires. Their phantans flow 
out .fran these secluded SEpulchres, l"Jaltz around me, 
naked, mournful, to the cadence of my sobs. A dirge 
slo•ily fills the crep.1scular necropolis. I re-live 
those days. 

Days, when in front of the altar of destiny, I 
genufiexed and waited and waited for the apocalypse 
to beam fran over the clouds, to lead me to the gates 
of the Enpyrean. Days in tre garden of Gethsauane 
llhen out of the unfathanable depth of my despair, the 
pathetic cry for salvation err.anated, echa:i..ng throueh 
the minute cells of my very existence, 11Eloi! Eloi! 
Labasabacthani! (My God! I·:y God! Why has 1 t thou 
forsaken me!) 

But days pass. Life trickles back. I~iGht of despair 
gives way to the tvd.lieht of hope. Hope mixed l\d.th 
ashes of life, recreates another pegasus. A per,asus 
on v1hose dreanzy- rainbow l-rl.nr;s, I get ready to 
strive for the celestial. 

Babu. G. 



WHmE was it that I heard of how 
a cmdEIDiloo man, just an hour before 
his death, said or thought that if 
he had to live on sooe high crag, Q1 

a ledge so s:nall, that there was no 
more than roan far his two feet, 
\od.th all about him the abyss, the ocean, 
the eternal night, eternal solitude and 
eternal storms - and he would 
remain there, en that narrow strip 
of grrund for all his life, for a 
thousand years, through out all eternity 
- would be better to go on living thus 
than to die at once! Only to live, 
to live on! No matter hO'\.r - only to 
live. 

Dostoevsky 

( Crime and Pwrl.sl"mmt ) 
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Chapter I Intraiucticn 

The Man, The Works, And The Critics 



Brief Biography 

Saul Bellow's parents anigratoo to Canada fran Russia in 

1913. His father was a businessman. They settled dol'ID in 

the town of Lachine, Qucb; c. Saul Bellow was born there in 

the year 1915. He was the youngest of four children. Arrl 

as Saul Bellow himself eaid, "Until I was 9 years old, 

we lived in ore of the poorest arrl most ancient districts 

of i:-iontreal, on the slope of St. Dominick street between 

the general hospital and Rachel market. In 1924 we moved 

to Chi.caeo. I grew up there and considers nzyself a 

1 
Chicagoan, out and out." 

He attended the University of Chicago, received his 

bachelor• s degree frau Northwestern University in 1937 with 

honours in anthropology and sociology. Again to quote Saul 

Bellow: 'Graduate school dici not suit me, however. I had a 

scholarship at the University of Wiscmsin, and I behaved 

very badly. During the Christmas vacation, having fallen in 

love, I got married and never returned to the University. 

In my irmocence, I had decided to became a writer. 112 
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But his departure fran university life was not final. 

•'For intermittent pericrls, Bellow has lived by free-lance 

writing, but for most part he has canbined the profession 

of writer with that of teacher 1 considering, rightly enough, 

that it is better for a writer to be a ·responsible 

educator than a hack journalist or a desperate bohemian. ;,J 

Saul Bellow served in the Herchant Harine during 

the second world war. 

His first novel, Dangling Man, was published in 1944 • 

.Am, in 1947, his secom novel The Vict:Un appeared. In 

1948 he was granted a Guggenheim. fellowship arrl spent 

two years in Europe, where he started The Adventures of 

;\ugie March. His anthropological studies took him to 

};rodeo, and in 1955 he spent some ti.Ire on a,."l Indian 

reservation in Nevada, where he wrote Seize the Day. 

It was published in 1956. Herrlerson the Rain K:i.pg appeared 

in 1959. 

The Adventurer. qf Augie March won the !\ational Book 

Award for fiction. His two later novels, Herzog ,published 

in 196!1 and Hr. Samnler' s Planet , published in 1970, too 

won the National Book Award for fiction. He is the .only 

novelist to win three National Book Awards. Hunboldt' s Girt, 

published in 1975, was awarded the Pulitzer p-ize. In 
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October 19'76, he was awarded the Nobel prize. 

In 1965 Saul Bellow ·r~on the International Literary 

prize for Herzog, becoming the first American recipient of 

that prize. In January 1968, the Republic . of France 

awarded him the Craix de Chevalier des Arts et Lettres, the 

highe5t literary dist:inction given by that nation to nm-

citizens. 

Hr. Bellow published The Dean's December in 19821 ~ 

Die of Heartbreak in 1987, A Theft in 1 988 and The -
Bellarosa Connection in 1989. 

He is also the author of the play The Last Analysis 

and of three other one-act p~s. He has ca1tributed both fiction 

an:l criticisn to many leading general and literary magazines, 

in eluding P art.i san Review, The N eiv Yorker, and Esquire • 

During the 1967 Arab-Israeli conflict he served as a 

war correspon::ient for Hewsday. 

He has taught at Princeta1 University, Bard College, 

University of Hinnesota, Ne\.., York University, and University 

of Chicago. 

}.lost of Bell0\-: 1 s life as a writer has been spent in 

New York, ¥J.nnesot.a or Chicago, and most part of his life 

h 3 s been related to university teaching. 
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About Bellow's Works 

Tooy Tanner believes that the strength of Saul Bellow's 

works "represents a coalescence of energies, a convergence of 

of traditions - Russian, Jewish, .American. n4 Bellow is a 

pertinent critic of the American society, especially about 

its spiritual vacuun. He himself has said, "We Americans 

are in the grip of a boundless desire... that our desires 

are infinite does not mean that we are spiritual; it only 

means that we are not sure what satisfaction is. n5 

Criticising Oscar Lewis 1 book Five Families, Bellow 

wrote: "Human history can fairly be described upa1 ooe level 

as the history of scarcity, and now that technology extends 

the promise of an increase of wealth v:e had better be 

armre of a poverty of the soul as terrible as that of 

the booy. u6 

Bellow admits that the hunan ooul, in the material 

world is suffocating. It is a gas chamber where clocks 

tiel. away to t!1c- eternity • lJut, still Bello'~ believeE 

that "human spirit is inextinguishable. Society may move 

towards its death with false concepts of progress and 

prosperity - but sanewhere, somehow the hunan spirit will 

start. to disengage itself; to protest, to assert its need 

for time values, for real freedan, for genuine reality." 7 
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This belief in the eternal soul, the sense of human 

spirit as an essence of its own, capable of j ai.ning issue 

with the world at large, Tony Tanner believes, is Russian 

in nature. The Continental or the European novel envisages 

society as an arena in ltlich llfe is worked out. lndividu-

als find or lose themselves in the c~lex ccmnunity life. 

But in the great Russian novels, society even at its 

most ranarkable condition, is seldan considered to be the 

ultimate cmdi tion, and containers of man. "So often there 

is the sense of extreme hunan neoos, canpulsions, forces 

which can dissolve, disn.iss or transcend the social limits 

of life. There the human spirit is a tremendous palpable 

reality capable of scattering and distancing any claim that 

the material world is the ultimate 
8 

reality." 

Bellow definitely was influenca:i by the great Russian 

novelists particularly because they often assert with 

uncanpranising cawiction the capacity of the huraan spirit 

to spurn the whole range of social values and pursue the 

unlimited freedan. It w as the Russian ''~riters who questi-

oned the nineteenth century European ideals of ntaterial 

pleasure, as a measure of hunan progress. 

Daniel Fuchs has said that, 

Bellow, 
lea:ling 

on the other hand, seems to be the 
contemporar-,Y expment of the "Russian" 
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way. The idea of a writer as teacher rather 
than martyr, citizen rather than artist, 
journaliAt rather than aesthetician; the idea 
of literature that is flexible enough to be 
terrlentious and broad enough to be inspiring; 
a literature that refuses to adopt the pose 
of objectivity, detachment, and disenchantma1t 
with life in quest of compensating salvation of 
fozm ani avoids comparing the artist with 
Go:i - all this bear witness to the Russian 
experience. 9 

He continue e: 

The Russian world never think of art as reli
gion, yet moral feeling in their work is 
cha'ged with an energy, a yearning, a hope 
that may finally be described as religious. 
This art respects, indeed thrives, oo mental 
effort and expresses, as Irving How-.re has re
marke:i, ''that 1mania 1 fer totality which i:-: 
to becane characteristic of our time.1 0 

BellO\·/ has been often canpared to Dostoevsky. Bellow 

himself has admittoo to the influence of Dostoevsky in his 

earlier novels. 

Jonathan 1-lilson writes: 

A large part ')f tre experience of a Bellow hero 
will always be designed to illuninate or reflect 
his deeper co::1flict. In this respect Bellow is 
a.!d.n to Dosto.::vsl:y, revealing his vision of the 
wcrld through a ,.1orld that he creates to support 
that vision. Dostoevsky's fictional world is full 
of perverts, lunatics, drunks, prostitutes, 
arrl murderers, who are there, primarily not 
because Saint Petersburg was overpopulated with 
such people, but because the terms of Dostoovsky1s 
governing dialectic dE!Ila.rrl that such characters 
exist to test it out. It is the sa.11e with 
Bellow. BellO\~ l-lill not, or cannot imaee a 
wise man who is not also an eccentric, or a 
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petty criminal, just as Dostoevsky cannot, or will 
not imagine, a whore woo does not have a golden 
heart or a muroerer who is irredeEmable." 11 

Daniel Fuchs reflects the same idea, when he writes, 

But if Bellow is a novelist of intellect, he is 
not an intellectual novelist. He eschews the thesis 
novel, one which proceeds because of an idea; this 
he considers "French" (Gide, Sartre, Robert-Grille). 
Bellow sees his characters in their persooal reali
ties, sees them as selves, or better souls, whose 
thoughts move with the inevitability of emotions. 
This is in his view, the "Russian" way with ideas 
('I'olstcr, Dostoevsky). 12 

"The central impetus in both writers", says Daniel Fuchs, 

"in pericxis mark~i by ideological confusion and in novels 

full of explainers, is the quest for what is morally real. 

I van Karamazov's 'If there is no God everything is penni.-

ttej' is t.1e sort of inmoraliet proposition that they must 

refute. 111) 

Jonathan ~lilson, lJhile cQllparing Dostoevsl<y arrl Bellow, 

br:i.l1(;s in Freu:l too: 

Bellow sees the world much as Freu:i was beginning 
to see it, 'When he outlined his bleak vision of 
the human predicam~t in Civilization and Its 
Di scontmt s _ The "big thing" that Freu:i knew in 
that book anl that Belloo.-1 recapitulates in a 
fascinating way in his novels is that the civil,;i.zed 
world is a place w~.ere hunan beings are painfully 
caught between their values on one hand and the 
desires on the other. In Bellow• s fictional world 
as in Freu:i' s real one, the reward of civilizatton 
- law, order, cleanliness, "civilized" behaviour are 
more at the expense of the great individual frustr
ations. 14 
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Though there are deep similarities bet-ween the three, 

they part '~ays, according to Jonathan Wilson, on their 

differences in attitudes that each takes towards his own 

vision of the world. For, ltlile Bellow's vision is bleak, 

it is neither tragic nor terri1:Y1~· This, I believe, is 

because the profound 1tthi.ng 11 that Bellow knows is not always 

sanething that he wants to know. Unlike Freud, Bellow seems 

abJ:e to detach himself fran his own insights into human 

nature - or atleast to allow his characters to do so. As a 

result (and this is where BellO\i parts canpany with Dostoev-

sl-~y) the term of Bellow's eovernin[, dialectic, especially in 

his most recent novels, are often ghostly, unreal.15 

Dut Jonathan iulson' s arguments, especially about the 

differences bet..Jeen Dostrevsky and DelloH sound unconvincing. 

He has statel that, 

For Dostaevsky the dialectical polarities that he 
established between, let us say, crime ai1d punish
ment are vital farces, of the greatest importa
nce to his heroes and palpably substantial to 
the author himself. By contrast, in Bello)-1 1 6 

fiction fran llerzCJ;. cnward, the iluplied vision 
of the world - that it is difficult to inha
bit and impossible to escape - is no looger 
central to hero. Herzog (like S8Illlnler, Citrine, 
and Corde) wryly cootemplates his existence in 
the world as sanething "other" and is even 
to regard his Nm divided personality .fi"an an 
ironic distance.16 

This contention is entirely wrong. For Bellow's heroes, 

the implied vieion of the world - that you have to live, 
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for yru cannot escape - are indeed vital to their exist-

ence. The,y can look at things, ironically, but. that does 

not diminish the impact of their vision. In fact, it is 

this vision that makes Samnl.er,a septuagenarian, continue 

his existence, or for \.hat matter HerzoG or even Albert 

Cord e. The only character, 1·1ho is detached in the '~ay 

Jonathan Hilson argues is Charlie Citrine in Hunboldt 1 s 

Girt. But ever. for him, the vision is central, for his de-

tachme1t essentially hinges on that. 

On the other hand, Daniel Fuchs asserts that, 

In Bellow arrl Dostoevsky the ltorld thE~t we l;no'" 
is in good measure a world of ideas, positicns, 
solutions... Dostoevsky's attack is centered on the 
utilitarian and revolutionary; while not excluding 
these Bellm"' a is directed at more recent utopian 
attitudinizing, includine the psycho-analytic, the 
technocratic, the modernist Vl.monary. The world is 
the same, but the material was changro saHel~hat, 
partly because Bello\~ has a COiii!!On- sense sympathy 
for n rn.unber of the liberal utilitarian proposi
tion which Dostoevsky burlesques. For Dostoevsky 
suffer:ing is the mother of human consciousness; 
BellO\tl is willing to grant this, provided ooe 
holds, as he does, that pleasure is its father. 
still, both writen reduce the Babel to a conic 
dimension fran the point of view of a more tradi
tional truth to be told. Both take confidence 
fran older, 11obsolete 1' truths, residues of a 
relieious · tradition. 17 

Anotrer r;reat influence on Saul Bellow was Jelii.sh 

writings. l~ot only Jewish writines, even the relieior. has 

innuenced Bellm-1 a lot. J.lost of his characterr: are Jews. 
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And thro'll€hout his worl<s, one find this rrJewishness" re-

curring again and again. Tony Tanner quotes fran Bellow's 

review of Sholan AleichEin 1 s The Adventures of Motel the 

Cantor• s Son to bring out the infiue:nce of Jewish litera-

ture on Bellow; 

The J el-rs of the ghetto found themselves involved in 
in an immmse jake. 'l'hey were divinely designated 
to be ereat and yet they were like mice. History 
was sanething that happened to toom; they did not 
make it. The nations D1~e it, while they, the Jews, 
suffered it. But when history had hapPened it belon
ged to than, inasmuch as it was the caning of the 
Kessi~h - t.heir Hessi.ah - that would give it 
meaning.,. The most orriinary Yiddish conversation is 
full of the gran:iest historical mythological, and 
religious allusions. The Creation, the Fall, the 
Flood, Eeypt, Alexander, Titus, Napolean ••• may get 
into discussion of an ege, a clothes-line, or a pair of 
pants. 'l'his manner of livine on terms of faJIIi.lia
rity with all times an:i all greatness ·contributed, 
because of the pO\'r'Elrlessness of the chosen, to the 
ghettos sense of the ridiculous. Pm-1erlessness 
appears to force pecple to have recourse to 'WOrds. 
Harnlet has to unpack his reart with words, he 
canplains. The fact that the Jews of Eastern 
Europe lived among menacing and po\'1erful neigh-
bours no doubt contributed to the subtlety and 
richness of tre wordE with which they tmpackect.18 

Bellov1 also follov1s his style of mixi.ne quo'c.idian matt-

ers with profound philosop~'. He has commented on Lent ague 1 s 

ability 11to pass with ease fran kitchen matters to metaphys

ics". This "unpacking" certainly contributed much to the rich-

ness and humour of BellO\~ himself. 

But even with this profound influence of Je1dshness, it 

becOiaes easy for a reader to idmtif'y with the protaearl.st. 
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It could be because, as Leslie Fiedler said, in post-war 

period of atanisation, uprooting and 11uni versal alienation", · 

the "iluace of the J e\'i tends to become the image of every

one. u19 

Canmenting on Ton~r Tanner, Jonathan Wilson scys, 

For Tony Tanner, Bellcn~• s heroes are ex:anplary 
modern American prota£onists in lilat they appear 
to be caught uncanfort.ab4· between a desire for 
freedan fran the societal patterning tM.t would 
provide it. Bellow's heroes, caught between 
11 .fixity and flow" plunp for what Tanner neatly 
calls "flexibility"; in doing so they enact 
a fundamental American system that embodies the 
anxious and classic American fear that "that 
which defines you at the same time confines you •• ~o 

One feels Tony Tanner's al"Eument that BelJ ow's heroes 

arc representative Americans as ridiculous. Perhaps, he was 

influenced by Halt v.bitn1an arri Dreiser, as he was influenced 

by Dostoovgcy but that doesn •t mean that his heroes are 

typical A)llericam. The emergence of capitalism round the world, 

and the urbanisation and mi~ery, cuts across barriers and be-

come the problan of the hunanity as a whole. So to try to 

contain Bellow's heroes in the boundary of .America would be 

a gross injustice to his genius. Perhaps, the situation, 

specii'ic in nature, may be peculiar to .America, but the prob

lems that his protagonists face are not American alone - it i~ 

a problem of the modern man. 
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Jonathan Wilson is right. when he says: 

Bellow's novels ••• finally reveal far more to us abrut 
their author than they do about the country in which 
he lives. The work of a solipsistic writer whose 
novels gradually became increasingly autobiographical 
Bellow's fiction presmt s a eerie s of brilliant chara
cterisation - particular studies of simple American 
life. What primarily interests Bellow, as he grows 
older, 1~ himself. OUr respom~e to his novel 'Will 
.finally be governed by the extent to which me 
share his fascination. '\'Je must be prepared to 
follow his heroes in the world, but, perbaps, not 
to see the world in his heroes.21 ~-

Bellov11 s style is realistic for most part. It can rightly 

be labelled 'traditional 1 especially when compared with works 

of P ynchon or Barth. Both of them frustrates the reader's 

search for a nan-ati ve. Jonathan Wil eon says: 

The post-modern fonn has loq; been seen as a 
schizophrenic response to a schizophrenic universe, 
a subjective vision in a world disintegratErl into 
myriad 11 subjective visions 11 • By contrast, the form 
of the traditicnal realistic novel has cane to 
symbolise an ordered and governable world. Thus 
Saul Bellow's realism is seen to constitute a 
m:ilnesis of an ordered world and his narratives 
to imitate tre order and "truth" that his novels 
so plangently affirm.22 

Daniel Fuchs believe that Bellow is a post-mooemist 

par excellroce. For, no other writer so ccnsistently goes 

against tre proclaimed edicts of mcdernisn. "His very inspi-

ration canes fran a resistance to the celebrated aesthetic 

ideology of modernisn, with its tendency towards monunental-

ity arrl its perhaps inevitably concanitant tendency towards 



coldness.n23 

The aim of Bellow's fiction is to deny nihilisn, imno

ralism and the aesthetic v.i.evl. He is the heir of the first 

mcxiernists, the Ranantics, rather than the arch-modernists. 

"Lfre Keats, he is certain of nothine but 1 the holiness of 

heart's affectiO"l! 1 , he has not lost belief in the self, or 

even the soul. In Bell0\<1 '\\€ nay have trouble locating good 

and evil, but we are never beyood it. I.rnmoralist activity, t.he 

ultimate nihi:Ustic act, may be a temptation, but it is a 

temptation 1-.!hich must be overcane. u24 

Daniel Fuchs ar[ues tmt the general charactecistics of 

mcx:l.errdsm - alienation, fragmentation, break >.;ith tradition, 

isolation and magnification of subjectivity, threat of void, 

weight of vast rn.mbers and manoli thic impersonal instituti-

ons, hatred of civilization itself are ob':iously authen-

tic in one Nay or another. Ho defini ti en of post-illodernism 

can avoid than, nor can any post-modern uriter. But 1·.hat 

BellO\·; does, 11 ic- resist tote>~ absorption b-J them and repudia

tt the orthcx:l.oxy of 'experimentatioo' whic~1 derives fran 

these characteristics of the raa:iernist aesthetics. Above all, 

he tries to drar:1atize stc.tes of enotion and consciousness that 

prove there is mere to life than this aesthetic assumes.1125 
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Aim am Scope of the study 

Saul Bellow is considered to be a life-affirming author. 

One woo believes that life is more than the material extra-

vaeanza. As was stated earlier, he believes in the reaili-

ence of human spirit, in its eternity. ''Majority of Bellow's 

critics find him to be a lone voice on the apocalyptic 

battlefields, still sound.in{; the virtues of humanisn, upholding 

the values of comnunity, and beating back the emissaries of 

26 
despair." 

John J • Clayton whose book on Bellow is a celebrated 

work, has given the opening chapter• s title as ''ln Desper-

ate Affirlllation". Accoroing to Clayton, Bellow "rejects the 

denigration of ordinary life of the individual and tries to 

shov1 in his fiction the possibilities for finding meanil'€ 

in such lives. In all his novels, the defense of human 

dignity an:l hunan possibilities, even in a dehumanised age, 

stan:is central. 11 21 

Tony Tanner ranarl<:s: 11Bellow neither capitulates to 

the cooten;>orary world nor does he renounce it. The adven-

ture all takes place between those two ri.gid, extreme 

reactions. Aware of all that is corrupt arrl destructive in 

mcxiern world, BellO\.; refuses to traffic in ~ssimisa. 1128 
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Ihab Hassan says that Bellow's novels are an "affinna

tion of reality". 29 

M.G. Porter has found that Bellow's novels may be cha-

racterised by their 11affinnative tone of celebration". The 

title is a pointer to Porter's conclusion,rJh~nce the Power? 

The Artistry am Hunanity of Saul Bellow. 30 
• 

J.l:alcolm. Bradb~· categorises Bellow's novels "in the 

same affirmative tradition: as the late works of Faulkner, 

H~ingway, Steinbeck and Si..Tlclair Lewis.~ 1 

Jonathan Wilson says there are three major grounds on 

whlch this view has largely been based • First one is 

Bello,·;' s fonn. Howard Harper has written that "Each of 

(bello,.:' s) novels is a brilliant an:l. original corx:eption; 

each creates its O'rn unique view of the lmaan condition, in 

which the fonn itself lx!canes meaning.n 32 About his fonn 

we have discussErl earlier in this chapter. 

Jonathan ·.iilson 1 s second major argument is that it is 

also based on the supposErl "affirmation'' of .his heroes: 

"Bellow's heroes move towards something ••• euphoric and affi-

rmati ve. 11 33 Similarly, Jonathan ~·iilson points out Narcus 

Klein, \Jlo writes: 

Eellow' s characters ••• remain much the same ••• 
and they face problems which are reducible to 
a single problem: to meet with a strong sense 
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of self the sacrifices of self danarxied by 
social circumstance. Alienation, the sense of 
separate and unconciliating identity must travel 
to accammcxiatim, 

and Eusebio L.Rc:xiriu"'lles, lbo has trie:i to demonstrate how the 

Bellow protaeonist is "always in search of the hunan" and 

how the novels clear~ w.ggest that they are projections of 

Bellow• s 0\om arduous climb towards true humanness. :?4 

J onathe.n Wilson 1 s last point says that it is based on 

what Bellow himself has said about his work and the work of 

others in his interviews, speeches and discursive prose. 'l'o 

prove his point Jonathan Wilson points out major critics 

who have resorted to it. Sane af then are Tony Tanner, 

John J. Clayton, Howard Harper, arrl Keith Hichael Op::lahll5 

This study is an attempt to revalte Bell0\.;1 s works, 

in the light of his text alone, doing a\·Jay with all extra-

neous or fo-reign props like Bellow's interviews and non-

fiction writings, and tc fim out if this 11affimation 11 , a 

key w:>rd in 'Bellow Cri ticism1 , can withstan:l the onslaught. 

The apocalyptic call to live am let live ( an q,t1mism, 

churned out of life's tragic contradictions ) - if it inherent 

in Bellow• s works? Or is it the mere product of the minds 

of critics? 

The constraints of an M.Phil dissertation·- time and 

material - forces the researcher to adopt a method by which 
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an overall picture of Bellow's novels, covering four decades 

(Dangling Man published in 1944 to The Dean's Decenber, 

1982) is obtained together ldth an exhaustive 

look at Herzog, his most celebrated work. 

Thus the chapters are divided into 1Pre-Herz$ Novels', 

'HerzCE 1 , arrl 1Post-Herzog Novels' • 

The pre, and post-Herzog chapters, if not as intensive 

as the me on Herzog, are certainly not superfiuous. The 

general tenor of the works, the philosq>hical outlook, the 

problem, the crisis and its resolutions are looked into. 

The researcher also attEIJlPts to find out, if there is 

a gradual metamorphosis in the writer's outlook. Is there a 

discernible growth, not in his style, but in his outlook. 

Is it possible to say that Bellow was evolving, slowly 

t}lrough the decades that sep.-:.:>:-3.te Dangl1Jlg Man and The Dean's 

Decanber? These are the sane of the other question that the 

researcher will be trying to resolve during the course of 

the dissertation. 
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' Chapter II 

Pre-Herz~ Novels 



Pre-script 

As was stated in the intrcx::luction, in this chapter 

we analyse all novels written by Saul Bellow before Herzog. 

Each book is discussed separately. The treatment as stated 

earlier, is not exhaustive. In general, what is attempted 

here, is to find out the problems, the crises that BelloH 

faces ani to discuss \-lhether Bello;.: is able to resolve 

these, the direction ir.~. which the pre-Herzog novels tend 

to move. Can we say that Herzog is the climax of an 

evolution, that starts with ~ling Han? These questions 

are not entertained separately. But the answers obviously 

are inherent in the stuiy. 

Each novel is discussed under a separate title. Theoo 

titles are not pointers to the novel, but to the inferenc-

es draltl"l. The novels discussed in the order of their 

publication includes Da.."1gling Nan, his first novel, The 

Victim, 'tlhich Diana Trilling ccmnentoo as ''morally one of 

the farthest reading books our contenporary culture has 

produced", The Adventures of Augie Harch, a novel in the 
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Picaresque and Bildungsranan style, Seize the Day, a 

novella and cmsidered to be Bellow' a most tir.htly ccnstru

cted r.·ork, Henderson the Rain King, usually compared to 

as a mo-Jern sequel to Don Quixote, and often parodied as 

1 Connecticut Yankee in Africa'. 

Da.ngling Man : Too Zoo Story 

Spartacus is the product of generations, which existed 

at the mercy of callous boots and flashing whips. Tortured 

bet\-Jeen the d.iktats of the crown, an:i the e:iicts of temporal, 

terrestrial e cxl s, to dreao in it self, then was to live. 

Freedan was an Ut~ia, a mirage , enticing the weary man 

to his Calvary. It was man's quest that made him traverse 

throueh the unknown, uncharted mires of life. Revolution and 

counter revolution, upsurges and coup d' etats, all for that 

ever elusive freedan. 

At last, centuries of humarrity' s yearning ans~red.. The 

gateway to eterr~ty is he~. freedan, at last. ~~an is bom 

free. But there is no society to put fetters on his hand. 

Spartacus, resurrected as 

to the tunes of Beetles 

a million heroes, waltz around 

and Bach. And then the anti-

climax. The 'freedom' becomes a burden. Tuned, conditioned 

to the impulses of control, man cannot gauge, cane to terms 

with a situation where· he is forced to choose. 
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Fetters for man, is a reality. Bereft o1' that he has 

no existence. A masochist lrumanity delights in aemy. Agony 

for it is truth. Agony for it is life. A&CIIV for it is 

existence. Deprived of the cross, deprived of the trek to 

Golgotha, humanity crashes throueh rudderless, like a canoe 

tossed upon the stormy seas. Spartacus, eli sappointed, in 

military uniform and "With a rod, leads another exodus to 

their crosses. Long live regimentation. 

This in short is the philosophical outlock of Saul 

Bellov11 s first novel, Dangling Man, publifhed in 1944. It 

is the diary eritries of an unemployed man, Joseph - waiting 

to be drafted into the army. His wife Iva locks after 

him. The diary covers a four -month period and the entr-

ies focus mare on the inner tribulations and trials, 

speculations and thoughts, rather than the outer reality. 

Joseph is riddled by the mystery ·of life. He is free, but 

he does nat kno;~ what to do with his freedan. Further, he 

is confused what the real freedan is. Joseph discovers, 

accordi.ng to Keith Hichael Opdahl, the truth of Saul Bell<>l-.1 s 

warning to wr-.i ters that "you must manage your freedom or 

1 
drcn-11 in it 11 • 

"There is nothing to do but wait, or dangle, and grow 

more and more dispirited. It is perfectly clear to me that 

I an deteriorating, storing bitterness and spite which eat like 



acids at my endO\-ment of generosity arrl good will n( p.12) 

~ts Jseph in the beginning itself. As Tony Tanner says, 

he "seems to exist in a pennanent berrumbe:i state, out of 

reach of tre 1wdd and not fully moortn in it. The 

American hero has, indeed, 

himself, enduring a sanbre 

2 
surface changes of moo:i." 

habitually been thro.-m back upon 

aloneness which survives all 

Joseph contradicts himself throughout the book. But this 

contradiction is a part of his system to resolve the pre

cipitating crisis. ,.:_bout his very existence, he has contrad

ictory feelings: "It is a narcotic dullness. There are times 

when I am not even aware that tre re is anything wrong 

with this existence. But, on the other hand, ther-e are 

times rJhen I rouse myself in bewildenuent and vexation, 

and then I think of myself as a moral casualty of war." 

(p. 18). 

Perplexe::i '"ith his own life, Joseph tries to identify 

with Goethe's vision of life. He is moved by what Goethe 

writes in Poetry am Life :"This loathing of life has both 

physical and moral causes. All confort in life is based 

on a regular occurence of external phenanena. The changes 

of day and ni[;ht, of seasons, of flol<~ers and fruits, ani 

all other recurring pleasures that cane to us, that we 

may an:i ooould enjoy them - these are mainsprings of our 
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earthly life. The more we are open to these enjoyments, the 

happier we are; but if these changing phenanena unfold 

themselves and we take no interest in them, if we are 

insensible to such fair solicitations, then canes on the 

sorest evil, the heaviest disease - we regard life as 

loathsome burden." (p. 18) 

He desperately tries to keep the outside world 

bay, but in vain. He is disapPointed no doubt with 

at 

life. 

Perhaps, it could be his disappointment that makes him 

create a cocoon around himself. Joseph states that "the 

worlds l-Ie sought were never those we saw; the worlds we 

barr;aine:i for were never the l.zorlds we got. 11 ( p. 26) 

There is a gradual transformation in Joseph. He reali

ses the changes that are occuring arrl tries to draw 

sharp distinction between his 'old self' and his 'new self'. 

J onatha:: i·iilson writes that "on the .fun1amental dichotany of 

the tlvO selves, Joseph constructs a net of ideational 

opposites that are at once the substance of the novel and 

the dialectical un:ierpinning of the novel" .J 

Joseph's older self does not believe that the world 

is evil. Neither is he ready to believe that it is good. 

For hi•·:1, the world is both, and therefore it is neither. 

"Merely to make a judgement of that kind is, to represent

atives of either position, a satisfaction" ( p. 29). 
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Also, to Joseph's 'older self•, juigement is only 

second. It looks around with wonder. Perhaps, like a child 

who looks at tr.e world and gets thrilled at the marvel

lous life. Every object for too child is a curiosity. The 
o· 
old self locj{ s at hu.'Ilanity enthralled at "men, drugged ani 

clear, jealous, ambitious, good, tempted, curious, each in 

hi.s orn time and with his custans and motives, and bearing 

the imprint of that strangeness in the wrld.. In a sense 

everything is good because it exists. Or, good or not good, 

it exists, it is ineffable, and, for that reason, marvellous. n 

( p. 30 ) 

But for all this almost humanitarian outlook, his old 

self suffers 11 i'ran a feeling of strangeness". He does not 

feel that he belo~ s to this world. He feels that he is 

an outsider, an alien. It is like stan<ting in a zoo, and 

watcld..Il£ the animals curiously, and being always aware that 

you do not bela1g here. There is an outside world - a 

world which you inhabit, a world to lbich you belcmg. 

But what wuld happen when cne realises that there 

are no exits. One cannot escape. One is em fronted with a 

Hobson 1 s choice. One be canes paranoid. Somebcxly, sanewhere 

is conspiring to keep you in this alien vorld, for ever. 

Joseph's feeling of strangeness, sanetimes takes the fonn 

almost of a conspiracy: not a conspiracy of evil, but one 



which conta:i.n s the diversified splmdour~, the shi f't s, excite-

ments, and also the canmcn neutral matter of an existence. 

1 f the world is made for wO'lder, it mal~e s even more for 

uneasiness and one clings to tre nearest passerby, to bro-

thers, parents, friends and wives." ( p. 30). But for the new 

Joseph, the l'lorld is constant4' threatened by whnt Hobbes 

say, "nasty, brutish and short", "a place where natural 

eenorosity and good will are 

bitterness and spite. n(p. 12). 

necessity turned into 

But the transition that Joseph claims as having. taken 

place sounds unconvincing. It is not possible to say that 

change is complete. As Jonathan Hilson states, "As the 

novel pror;resses, Joseph is revealed to us as a divided per-

sonality, one W!o simultancousJ...v entertains antithetical 

no:_ ions of the ,,,or ld and of the self. Bellow's interest, 

it turns out, is not in Joseph's philosOphical development, 

but in renderlnt; of his perscnality as is broU[:ht nhoul by 

his pervasive "dangling". 4 

L~ut Joseph admits that our exidencc is const<:t.ntl:,' 

threatened by its possibility of turnil1c into "nastr, 

brutish, and shorl". No ooe is inmnmc fran it. It per-

vades everywhere: "One was constantly threatened, shouldered, 

and, sometimes invaded by "nasty, brutish and short", lost 

fir:;ht to it at unro:pected corners. In the colony? Even 



in the self. Was anyCile immune altogetoor? In times like 

these? There uere so many treasCils; they were a medium, 

like air, like water; they passed in and out of yal, 

they made themselves your accanpllces; nothing uas impenetr

able to them". { p. 56 ) But how to put a barrier against 

this? How to stop this annipresent threatening "nasty, 

brutish and short."? Joseph finds it difficult to fiiXl an 

answer, tholJ8h he , realises that it is there in everyCI'le. 

It ha\.D'lts 111m tor days. 

One day he realises that he is still an apprmtice 

in suffering and huniliation, perhaps, the way to redanptim: 

"I had furthermore, no right to expect to avoid them. So 

much was immediately clear. Surely no one could plead for 

exceptim; that was not a hunan privilege. What should I 

do, with ·them, how to meet them ••• with grace, 'Without 

meanness. Arxi though I could not as yet apply that answer 

to myself, I recognised it rightness and was vehemently 

moved by it. Not. ' until I was a whole man could it be 

my answer, too 11 • { p. 67 ) 

But Joseph, then is faced with 

problem. How to becane e. total man? 

a more canpll.cated 

He knows that be 

is too weak tor that. Nor does he possess the will to 

canmand its realisation. Tum, in such a situaticm ldlere 

can Joseph find help, 'tilich he needs? He rules out god, 



not because he "was full of' pride that" ire "could not. 

accept the existence of sanething, perhaps, of W"lich" he !'has 

an idea, or merely traction of an idea. That was not 

it. He 11did not want to catch any c<l1trivance in panic ••. " 

( p. 68) Seeking help of God would mean trying to attain 

an answer by sacrificing the very mind that sought to be 

satisfied. He !eels that "fran the anti-dote itself an~ 

t her di sease would spring 11 ( p • 68 ) 

But in that desperate longing, Joseph gets the answer. 

m ans~r lihich is not canpletely new, but cne which he 

hns 11 frequently considered". He realises that out of one • s 

own strength it was necessary for one to return n the 

verdict for reason, in its partial inadequacy, and against 

the advantaces of surrender". ( p. 68 ) 

Joseph believes that one of the reasms for tre human 

sufferinc is the 11 sense of personal destiny". Out of this 

arises, plans, and idealizations 'Which are dangerous , "they 

consume us like parasites, eat us, drink us, and have 

us lifelessly prostrate. Yet we are always eagerly inviti..ng 

the parasite, as if we were eager to be drained and 

eaten 11 • ( p. 88 ) 

Every man is taught that there is no limit to what a 

man could be. This in tum leads to caDpetitions, struggles. 
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jealousy, fear, hatred, soa1 gets into the bandwagon. And 

as Joseph says: "Because of these thl.ngs, we hate immode

rately and punish ourselves and one another immoderately. 

The fear of lagging pursues and mackiens us. The fear 

lies in us like a cloud. It makes an inner climate of 

darkness. An:i occasionally there is a storm and hate and 

wounding rain out of us". ( p. 89 ) 

Joseph ridicules himself often. He is not ready to 

move out into the world. Nor does he believe that keeping 

to a1eself like a prisoner in a dungeon is the end of 

a)J_ life. He desires to come out into the world, but is 

unable to. He realises slowly the value of others. Goodness, 

which CJlly can prevent too possibility of "nasty, brutish 

and short 11 , can be achieved "only in the company of other 

men, atten:ied by love." But, as he thinks, ''in this roan, separate, 

alienate::i, distrustful, find in my purpose not an open 

wrld, but a closed, hopeless jail. Ny perspective end in 

the walls. Nothing of the future comes to me. Only the 

past, in its shabbiness and innocence. Sane mEn sean to 

know exactly ·where their OpPOrtunities lie; they break 

prison and cross whole Siberias to pursue them, One 

rooo holds me". ( p. 92 ) 

But his deep introspection, al01Jly paves way for his 

return to life. There is a qualitative change in his 
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approach to life. Joseph begins to feel that the ideal 

situation of life would be one which "unlocks the im-

prisoning self11 

He notes: "We struggle perpetually to free rurselves. 

Or, to put it somewhat differently, while we seem so inte-

ntly and even deqlerately to be holding on to ourselves, 

we wruld rather give ourselves away. We do not know. So, 

at t:ines we throw ourselves m-1ay. \'/ben what one really 

want is to stop living so exclusively an:i vainly for our 

0\o..rn sake_, impure and unkno-v.1.ng, turnint; im1ard and self-

fastened." ( p. 154 ) 

The eternal struggle, the quest, Joseph believes, is 

for freedom, that is pure: "The quest, I am beginning to 

think. • . All the stri vin£ is for one end. I do not enti-

rely understand this :in1pul~e. But it seems to me that its 

final enc.i is the desire for pure frecdcm. We are aU 

drewn tO\"ards the same crater!: of the spirit - to knO\o..• 

....nat we are and what we are for, to know our purpose, 

to seeJ.: grace". ( p. 154 ) As Tenny Tanner puts it: 

''Han nrust make the descent into the deep hollows of his 

beir.c in order to atta:i.:-, that self-knC>l-•ledee \\hich is the 

indispensable corrlition of purposive action arrl the caring 

of the grace 11 •
5 
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Together 't!ith the knowledge that the quest in life 

is for freedan, Joseph also realises the transient nature 

of the objective world. The external wrld changes so 

fast ! How can you trust it. Ten years ago he was at 

school; and before that.. such reality according to Joseph 

"is actually very dangerous, very treacherous. It should not 

be trusted... Or that there was no trusting than, save 

throogh a wide agreement, and that my separation from such 

an agreEment had brought me perilously far from the nece

ssary trust, auxiliary to all sanity". ( p. 190 ) 

Joseph decides to enter into such an agreement, for it 

is essential to his return to life. By his agreement, 

Joseph is actually discarding his unique thouehts, perceptions 

and falling in line with the ordinary. But these thoughts 

are not the only thing that he sacri rices. 

He gives up sanething greater, more valuable. He su~ 

r~nc.crs his freooan for he know-IS: ''We are afraid to govern 

ourselves. Of crurse. It is so hard. We soon want to 

ei ve up our freedan. But we hate it. .And soon we run 

out, we choose a master, roll over on our backs and ask 

for the leash" ( p. 167-68) 

Freedan without canprehension, for Joseph is as bad as 

bCl'ldage. And if this freedan could be cancelled, to achieve 
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his new frund goal, his desire to stop li v:i.ng exclusively 

and vainly for ooe' s O'l'm sake', Joseph is only too willing 

to oblige. CClltrary to the belief that the bode ends 1.:m 

a note of defeat, it seans that it ends with a note of 

triumph. Joseph, may not have been able to utilise his 

freedan, but fran the neurotic exhaustion of perennial 

contEJ!l>lations, Joseph has understood that canprehensi.on, 

essential to make freedan meaningful, canes ooly through 

selfless service. 

Joseph is not running al-Ia_v fran life, lotlen he opts 

for the army. On the contrary, he is returning to it. 

''Perhaps the war could teach me, by violence, what I had 

been unable to learn during these months in the roan". 

( p. 191 ). As a camnoo soldier, he "'1.11 be able to enjoy, 

as Goethe wanted, 1'the recurring pleasures that cane to 

Us", the mainsprings of our earthly life. Perhaps, the army 

will help 'unlock his irupris<!'1..il'lb self', to meet suffering 

and humili0tions \dth 1 grace 1 and 'without meanness". 

Joseph in a way is grov.d.ng bac~: into his childhocd. 

Like a child, nO'I-1 1 he ".d.D. look at the world with marvel 

and curiosity. 



Zh! Jict4,m : Hot Stars and Cold Hearts 

Joae}il grows rut of his neurotic dullness. But, for 

ASa Leventhal, the hero of Be1lw• a second· novel ~ 

Victim, there is no growth, nor' is there a retardation. 
I 

'!here is no enlightenment, nor is there a quest. 

Bellow reaffirni that the \iOrld is OpPressive, that for 

the in:lividual the external world is his enemy. Eveeyale 

is plotting against another to 
1 

usurp the place. Together 

with this is tm hauntil"€ feeling that individuals are 

mere specks, of no consequEnce to the world at large. 

Asa Levanthal, a middle-aged trade jounalist, is tempor-
I 

arily left alone in Net~ York, wen bis lfife goes to visit 

her mother. Kirby Allbee an old acquaintance suddt11ly drops 

into his life. Allb-ee insists that Leventhal is respalsible 

for his losing job. Leventhal refutes him, first. But, 

he would like to help Allbee, someh0\1, if not for anything 

else, at least to keep his conscience clear. Allbee brings 

a wanan into Leventhal's house, Wlen re is not there, is 

caught and chased out. That night Allbee again returns and 

tries to camnit suicide by ignitiDg gas. Perhaps his inte

ntion was to kill Leventhal also, which- he denies later. 

But Allbee is found rut in time and the tragedy is avoided. 
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After t"t;O or three years Leventhal and illbee meets 

at;ain. But this time Allbee, apparently wealtlzy, is occupying 

a theatre box with a beautiful but faded movie star, mile 

Leventhal 'With his pregnant wife is sitting in the stalls. 

pla,:l 

Keith 1-'lichael Opdahl believes that "Leventhal and Allbee 

6 
out the split Joseph suffers in his roam". Jonathan 

Wilsm also states that The Victim be lanes to a group of 

novel::; that, since the ranantic pericxi, has thematically 

centered oo "doubles" a combination of hero and his 

"darker" self, who nevertheless assumes an autonanous persona

lity". 7 

Even if this contmtirn is set aside, one point 

becanes very clear, as one proceeds throuc.h the paper, that 

Leventhal has only a passive, seccndary role in the novel. 

The one who is active is indeed Allbee. Leventhal provides 

the background, the necessary situation, whe~ Allbee can 

play his role. 

Saul EellOl'/1 E philosophical outlool~, his view, all is 

conveyed through Allbee, "-'ho can almost be tenned as eccent-

ric. 

Leventhal, as one can expect fran a trade journalist, 

is rut and out an oroinary human beine. Unlike Joseph he 

doem 1t indulee in abstract speculations. He is not at all 
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bothered about the oppression and the claustrophobia that the 

soul suffers in a mechanised concrete jungle. Allbee is 

actually the intrusion into :us "idyllic" existence. He 

snatches Leventhal's rOLlantic Empyrean and exposes him 

to the vulnerabilities of reality. 

Allbee thus acts as both the medium and the message 

frcn the ro..ternal world, systematically undennining Leventhal's 

ivory tm~er existence. This agent provocateur at me stage, 

tries not only to destroy Leventhal's fra.ei.le world, but 

tries even to annihilate him. His suicide attempt could 

very -well have been a hanicide attempt. 

Allbee does not believe in the uniqueness of the 1 indi-

vidual 1 • He has aJ..r,;:aciy seen tnr~h the hollo1·.11ess of 

:individual triumphs: 

The day of succeedine by your o vm efforts is 
past. N0 w it 1 s all blind movenent, vast movemmt, 
and the individual is shuttled back und forth. He 
<l1lythinks he's the works.Butthatisn 1t the waJ 
it is. Groups, o:::c;ani}>ation::; succeed or fail, but 
not ind:i.viduals an._y lO!l[;er.( p. '/V-71) 

Allbee mocks at people l·no claim to be social success-

es: usut you find people 1-;ho have their luck ani take the 

credit for it, too - all brains and persooallty, v!hen all 

that hapPened was that they vJere handed a bucket when it 

rained". ( p. rl1 ) 



With farce, a hallmark of Bellow's fictiCI'l, Allbee 

brings out the triviaUty of hunan existence: "••. we're not 

gods, we're only creatures, and the things we sor:~eti.:nes think 

are permanent, they aren't perm.ane11t. So one day -we're like 

.full bundles and the next we're wrapping paper, blowing 

arOtmd the streets. 11 ( p. '16 ) 

The constant attack, almost like fusillade has its 

impact on Leventhal. It sends shockwe.ves through his life. 

He is forced to thinJ~ about life's unpredictability and 

hollowness. Ho'~ frae:ile tJan is: "Han is weak and breakable, 

has to have just the right amount of everythinc - water, 

air, foo:i; can't eat ti;igs and stones; has to keep his 

bales fran breaking and his fat fran melting." ( p. 99 ) 

Leventhal starts feeling that the life is an egg race: 

rrwe are all the time taking care of ourselven, ... watching 

cut on this side and on that side, a:1d at the sane time 

rl..UUling as if in an esc re>.cc rd. th the egr; :in a spoon. 11 

( p. 99 ) 

Allbee yet again in another encounter hammers do'Wn the 

truth that hunan beings suffer not because of their fault, 

but bEcause evil is as real as sunshine: 11Vle do get 

it ir. the neck for notbinz and suffer for nothing, and 

there is no denying that evil is as real as sunshine. 11 

( P• 146 ) 



Nobcxiy is indispensable jn the world. \'le are merely 

bubbles in a cauldroo. It is there and gone at· the next 

moment. Han doesn't even have the liberty to decide to be 

or not to be: "We don •t choose to be born, for example, ani 

unless we commit suicide we doo 1t choose the time to die, 

either." ( p. 193) 

Allbee hits out at the traditional coocept of irxiivi-

dual'~ glary and the occidental religion: 

1For whan was the rrorld made? 1 ••• .And the answer is, 
'For man. 1 For every man? Yes, for every last mother• s 
son. Every man. Precious to God, if you please, and 
made for his ereater glory and given the whole blessed 
earth •.• For everybody who repeats 1For man' it means 
'For me' . 'The world was created for me, 2lld I am 
absolutely required, not only n~t, but forever ••• 1 

He put the question with an unfinished nourish ••. 

'Who wants all these peq:>le to be here, especially 
forever? Where are you going to put U~m all? Who 
has any use for than all? Lod:: at all the lc:usy 
me's the world was made for and I share it ~th. 
Love thy neighbour as thyself? Who the devil is 
my nei{:hbour? I want to find out. Yes, sir, \oho 
and what? E.'ven if I wanted to hate him as myself, 
who is he? Like :myself? God help me if I am like 
what I see around. ( p. 194 ) 

No 'vonder, Allbee states, 11Hot stars and cold hearts, that rs 

your universe". 

Leventhal starts feeline that this universe is weighing 

d(),·Jn on him. The constant exposure to Allbee• E cynical 

rutpouri.ngs has its temporary effects: "He had the strange 
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feeling that there was not a single part of him on which 

the whole 'WOrld did not press vd.th full weight, oo his 

body, on hi a soul pushinG upward in his breast and 

downward in his bov1els. rr ( p. 257-58) 

But ultimately Leventhal rejects all that Allbee preaches. 

A ccobination of downright contempt ani his impotency in und-

erstanding, or grasping l·mat Allbee is talkine about, makes 

··~ Leventhal immune to these doctrines. Leventhal is not certa-

inly cut out to chas€ tile ·· elusive meanings of life. He is 

content to be at his wife' E side and share the quotidian 

joys of life. 

After being exposed to Allbee's p)j ght and suicide 

atttlllpt, Leventhal conclu:ies, in a manner mare appropriate 

to his a.lDost mechanical viei-v of life, that: 

It was tmderstandable that a man suffered \lhen he 
did not have a place. On the other harrl, it was 
pi ti i'ul he should envy the man ~1ho had one. 
In Leventhil' s mind, this w3.S not ewn a true 
injustice, for ho\': cot.:ld you call anythi.ng so ha
phazard an injustic€? It was a shuffle, all, all 
accidental and haphazard. ( p. 285) 

But against all these cx:ids, man has to live. The 

questicn why remains as e:liQ:'l<?.tic as life itself. 

Perhaps, Allbee's outlook is the best. When you are 

tired of one life, start another. You have to fill the 

void: urt makes sense to me that a man can be re-born 
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again. - I will take a rain check on the killgdan of 

heaven, but if I 1m tired of being this way I can becane 

a new man." ( p. 228) 

And Allbee c~ges, fran a man, alchoholic and despera-

te, to a l-1€altlzy, hieh society gentleman. He has no qualms 

about it. 11 I am not the type that runs things. I never 

cculd be. I realisoo that l<l'lg ago. I 'rr.. the type that 

canes to tenus ;!ith liloever runn things. What do I care? 

The world was not exactly made for me." ( p. 294) 

Allbee is more of a Bellovian hero than Asa Leventhal. 

Like other heroes of Bellow, Allbee suffers huniliation, 

is deprived of love, arrl finds existence a ni~:;htmare. The 

crisis is in his life. And this has to be resolvoo by 

him. It can be rightly art;ued that Allbee is the hero 

of the novel, and As2. Leventhal, a mere narrator. Almo&t 

all Bellow' 5 heroes are led to the brink of suicide by 

forces outside their control, but all of them return before 

taki~ the last and final step into oblivion. And that is 

cr.e more reasoo \tly I feel that Kirby Allbee is the real 

protagoni ~ of the novel, for he almost canmit s suicide, 

but is forced back into life. In the end Allbee is no 

more interested in knowing l-lhO runs the world, he is Cl1ly 

interested in living. The lust for life, repU1ces the 

lust for truth. 
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The Advent ~s of Aue;! e March : 

Not Dyinc Amidst the Deathly Evidence 

"The Adventures of Aug:i.e March is BellO\•!':: tour de 

force" , says Jonathan Wilson.8 Tony Tarmer says that in 

an interview in the same year the book wa::; publi she:i, 

Bellows had talkoo about the writ:Lne of the book. "The 

great pleasure of the book was that it came easily. All 

I had to jc ~1as to be there with buckets to catch it. That 

is why the form is lose. 9 

Saul Bell011 has ::~ade a departure fra:1 his tl-10 earlier 

books, at least in his style. It was no more canpact, 

tightl;" organised with a rigid fonn. Robert Penn Warren 

makes an interesting point in his 1953 review. lie ask 

why BellO\! desertei the "Fhubert-J runes" tradition, adopted in 

his first t'11o novels ond says, ''it w::>uld be interesting 

to knOi< -wr.at led Saul Bellow to turn sudden fran a method 

in '1-lhich be w;1s an expert and in rmich, certainly, he vmuld 

10 
have scored triunphs 11 • 

Torm:.' T am:er quoting Ihab Hassan ansviers: "In portra.,vil'l[; 

a victim who is rulerl by necessity, a writer will be led 

to a closed fonn, ~1ilE: in following up a rebel, who 

gives the illusion of E:scaping fran necessity, he will be 

dra"m to an open 
11 

form." 
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~Jonathan Wilson takes a broader outlook. According to 

him: 11The publicc.tion of the Adventures of Augie March , 

coincided in the United States with that of Ralph Ell1sCI1' a 

Invisible Man and in Germany wL th that of Thanas Mann • s 

Confessions of Felix Krull, Coofidence :rran and, collectively, 

the three novels cQlsolidate a picture of a ne\>I socially 

disenfranchised pOst\'tar hero. n12 

Keith Jldchael Opdahl says that Soul Bellow "in his first 

tv1o novels.. • exand.ned the war in moral tenn.s, defending 

subjective value by means of a transcendent vision, but 

reversed his tactics in Augie .r-:arch 11 .13 He is right in 

saying that Saul BeD.ow has changoo his tactics. He has 

re0orted to a new style, but his claim that BellO\ot is not 

defending subjectivc2 value by a transcendent visim in Augie 

March, is far from truth. 

Aueie garch is Bellow's attempt at both the Bildungsro-

nan and the Picaresque. But Jonathan 1·:ilson says that to 

,.,ha.t extent, Saul BellO\·: wc.s succeo::::ful rez:1ain s unclear. 

He believes that AU£ie l·:arch lacks one essential quality 

of beinG in the genre of BildWlgsranan. The character of the 

hero never develops. There is no grovrth for Aucie Earch. 

BildWlgsroman demam progrea3 and grortth on the 
part of too hero: a character must get 'built' 
or at lea5t comes to too point where his 
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'taking af a first step• is credible, arrl 
the development of his personality should be 
more or less linear. These generic qualities 
are fundamental.ly at • odds \rdth the kind of 
characterisation in which Bellow specialises. 
It is Augie' s fate to repeat a pattern of 
experience in which he is controlled ratoor 
than controlling. He never learns anything fran 
what happens to him and like, all those who 
do not learn fran history whether personal or 
social, Aur,ie is doaned to repeat it.14 

Tony Tanner airs the same vi. etl, though in a different. 

manner: 11 Ani Augie himself looks very like a Picaresque hero, 

to such an e>.."'tent that Leslie Fiedler saw him as a unique 

coJnbination of the Picaresque 1Schlimazl 1 and Huck Finn. 
,• • .J. 

Yet there is an important difference to be noted. The 

traditional picaresque hero is himself, full fonned, fran the 

outset; his adventures mult"iply incidents without issuing in 

rrl.. sd0111. But Aucie is in fact trying to discover what he 

himself is in too deepest sense. The structure of the bock, 

therefore despite its air of improvi sati m, its tone of 

strolling, arbitrary recall, is directed and cootrolled by 

deeper concerns •.. The adventures turn out to have ccntall1ed 

a quest 11 •
15 

But, even if Saul BelloW~ has liberated himself. fran the 

•'Flaubert James" mould, rJ.s character can not escape the 

"Bellovian" dileriY<la of existence and freedan, in ~ 

Adventures of Aueie March. The focus of the book is on 

the struggle of Augie l<arch to carve out a fate of his 
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own. But the struggle for an independent fate is hampered 

by AU£ie' s quest, his longing for love and familial rela

tionship. This contradiction in Augie, the longing· to be 

independmt on one hand arrl c:n the other his t})irst for 

love and sympathy, fonn the adventures of Augie. 

This quest far love leads Augie to form a series of 

relatiooships. In the absence of too real father, and a 

self-effacing r.10t.her, the innuence is more of father and 

mot her figures \..ho enters his life. Grandma Lausch, William 

Einhorn, ~1rs. Renling, Sim01 Harch, Thea Fenchel, Stella Chesney., 

Hintouchian, Basteshal't o.re the excunples. But sane of these 

charc.cter~ are Auric's brothers, lovers and r!ives. As 

Jon a than Uilson says, 11 Augi.e both craves and resists the 

company of these parent ficures, ani his desire to achieve 

an 'independent fate' is, at one level, always synonymous 

with lois desirE; to b~ak frar, the domination of one of 

what he calls his "destiny mouldcrs". 16 

AUf;i e, acco:rdinr, to J ana than v:ilson, never gro\·!S into 

an adult. If he grO\.,rs up, perhaps, he might understand the 

futilit~' of his quest, the desire to be independent anC. 

his yea.rn:ine for doop attaclrnents. At one point in the 

novel Aueie points out that: "Kindly explain! An independent 

fate and love too ••• what confusion ! 11 ( p. 401). But no one 

provides an cu'lswer. As Jonathan ililson points out, 11 for to 
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do so liOuld be to eh.-pose the futility of Augie 1 s quest. 

Bellow cannot allow his hero to conclude that he cannot 

have his dialectical cake and eat it 

Conclusively, Ja.1athan i~ilsor: s~rs: 

17 
too. 11 

No matter how ma."\Y times the harm1er of experience hits 
Augie over the head, he must continue to search 
both for- love and for a pristine autonanous self 
Augie 1 s 'adventures' have larse surface differences 
v1hi.ch account for their fasci:1ation, but at base 
they are the sa•ne 1 adventure 1 a conflict with 
adulthood ~i hith all that it symbolises for 
Bcllol-1 and Augie both. 18 

Tonn~r Tanner reflects the sentiments of Jon at han Wilson, 

thOU[h in a more forceful la:1guagc about the parent figures 

that try to dominate AU£;ie. He calls them the Haclliavell-

ans. Saul BellO'rl uses the word in the beginnil1[; of u~ 

boc}: as \<Jell as at the end. In fact, he l.zanted to nrure 

the book 11Life .ArnOI1[; t.i!e i".ac:'iiavell.3Tls 11 • 

In the be~inninr:: of the narration, Au (Tic 
'-' 

intro:luces 

Grandma Lausch, the first person, 1ih0 trie~ to influence 

his life an:l AU£;ie describes her as 11 one of those; 

1-:ac."liavellis of small streets and neiehbourhood that my 

young years were full of 11 • ( p. 84). At the end, when 

Augie escapes fra:-~ the lunatic Basteshav:, '~ho has plans to 

radically change the whole hunan race, Augie can;nents: 

"To feel the troth, I an good and tired of all these 

bi:, personalities, destiny madders, and heavy water brains, 



Machiavelli s and wizard evil doers, life-wheels and imposers

upon, absolutists." ( p. 524) 

Tooy Tanner cate goriscs the different types and modes 

of r.tanipulation at work in the world of Augie Harch: 

'~nstruction (Grandma Lausch), advice (Einhorn), adoption 

(l.frs. Renling), far:Ulial coercion (Simon), seduction (Thea), 

an:l violence (Basteshaw); powers and influences may be 

exercised for different mativespnd tre manipulations rna:' vary 

enomously in hwan quality. But such is the world of 

the book; the individual self ccntinually enticed or 

threatened, pushed or drawn by other peopl' s version of what 

life is for and ho.-: it should be ledn. 19 

Aur;ie':::; attitude tO\-;ards Gra.1d.ma Lausch sets the pattern 

for ill hiE subsequent reb tionslri.ps with authority figures. 

Aueie loves her, no doubt, but he lists her faults, always 

qualifying: "still the old lady had a heart". "Aur,ie ad.mres 

Grand::1a 1 s resilience, and in sane•ihat in awe of her regal 

styles. Ycrt. he is at odds with the absolutist philos~h..v 

that e,overns her actions an:i is perturbed by her vindictive 

behaviour", says Jonathan Hilson. 20 

This arioivalent attitu::l.e toHards Grandua Lausch is 

present in all his other relationships too. Augie finds 

Einhorn hi.s first e:nplCT.rer, brave, acute, and endowed wi. th 

a praiseworthy "philosophical capacity", ( p. {/.)) and yet en 
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other occasions he appears to Augie as "selfish,jealous, 

autocratic, carp-mouth, and hypocritical". ( p. 99 ) 

Augie 1 s ambivalence is a product of the ccntrasti.ng 

qualities of the characters that surround him, but has a 

deeper roots in his OW'l personality. Jonathan \'i'i ls on says 

that 11 Augie has a tendency to both elevate and denierate 
21 

arJYOne idth \.;han he ent;at:es in a 1 child/parent' relaticnship 11 • 

This cmbivalence is reflected in his approach to life also. 

He does not l'.now \'hat to choose. He miserably fails in 

identii"_rint; v1hat he wants out of his life. He tries always 

to resist, but often he is the victim of other mani.pula-

tions. Out of his own frailty, he admits: 

Everycne tries to create a world he cam:ot use 
he often can 1t see. But the real 1«>rld is already 
created, and if your fabrication does not correspond, 
then even if you feel noble and insist 01 the 
being something better than what peqJle call reality, 
that better sanething needn 1 t try to exceed \'hat, in 
its actuality, since we know so little, may be very 
surprising. If a happy state of things surprising; 
if r.ri.serablc or tracic, no more than what we invent. 
- (p. J78) 

The '"orld around AUf,ie is brutal. It is fake. A make-

believe world of Tan Thunb 1 s. Aueie lashes out at mankind: 

"Nothing genuine is allowed to appear and nobody knO\·:s ~at 

. , 
~s rea ..... And that 1 s disfieured, degenerate, dark mankind 

- mere humanity. n ( p. 401) 
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But Aueie raises the question, when everyone in his 

make-believe world is goi..n{: around ldth a purpose, an aim, 

deteroined to achieve, hell what may happen, can you let 

yourself "limp in feeble arrl poor, some silly creature, 

laughing and hannless?" ( p. 401) 

Augie knows that he cannot: 

No ! ~ou have to plot in your heart to come rut 
differently. External life being so rniehty, the 
instrunents so l'ruge and terrible, the perfannances 
so great, the thoughts so great and threatening, 
yru produce a someone who can exist before it. 
Yru invent a man l-:ho can stand before the terrible 
apPearances. This way he can't get justice, but he 
can live. And this is what mere humanity aJwa,ys docs. 
It is made up of these inventors and artists, 
millions and millions of than, each in his own way 
tryinc to recruit other people to play a supporting 
role and sustain him in his make believe. ( p. 402) 

Aurie believes that the great hunan struer;le is to 

recruit others to your view point: 11That 1 s the struegle of 

humanit:•, to recruit others to your version of what• s 

real. Then even the floHers and the moss on the stcnes 

becanes the moss and flowers of a version." ( p. 402) 

AU£ie is not capable of any deep relationship. At 

certain levels, he is forcoo to cut thelll off. Could be 

because he feels that others are trying to manipulate him 

or perhaps because he is not capable of a."1y canm:itment. 

Jonathan Wilson says: 
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For Au.gie, as for all Bellow's reroee, deep attachment 
after a brief fire works display, is deathly ••• More signi
ficantly, Augie' s relationship with Thea, almost forces 
him to "grow up" and recognise the mutual exclusiveness 
of his twin desires for love and independence. However, 
Bellow cannot allow to resolve his problem by understanding 
them. For Augie' s problems and his search for their solu
tions are the raison d 1 etre of the novel.22 

But Augie realises his weakness, though he is not capable of 

overcar.ing it. He states at one stage: 1'It might be in the em that 

the closer thing in itself is bitterness, because to arrive at closer 

thing needs courage, because its intense, and intensity is llhat the 

feeble hun.anity of us can't take far long. 11 ( p • .402) 

Individuals are not safe in this universe. To avoid persecution 

it is better to tm'Il into a type, a mould, so that the life can go om 

Personality is unsafe :in the first place. It is the types 
that are safe. So almest all make deformation on themselves 
so that the great terror will let them be. It is no neld. 
The timid tribes people, trey flatten doW'l heads or pierce 
lips or noses, or hack off thunbs, or make themselves 
masks as terrible as the terror itseU, or paint or tattoo 
it's all to anticipate the terror \'.hich do not welcanc 
your being. ( pp. 402-03) 

But Aueie also lmows that there are individual.E -who fight this 

terror and wrestle with this great fear to ;.Iin a right to existence. 

But these are oo few, that they are inevitably made the "fathers of 

a whole people". ( P• 403) 

Aug:ie was not one amoog the few selected. He was just a CO!lillC!l 

man, run of the mill: 

Whoever cruld give me cover from this mighty fire-r'lll'lrlinc; 
terror and wild cold of chaos I \rent to, arrl therefore to 
tenporary embraces. It wasn't very courageous. That I was 
like many others in this way was no consolation. If there 
were so many they must all fllffer the same way I did. {p.403) 
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Augie never learns fra:l experiences. Truth has to be 

dictated to him fer he cannot see it,, even l'here it is 

strewn around him. Stelle, whan he marries later, has to 

tell hi..-n, \tlat his proolem is: "You am I are tre kirrl 

of people other people are always tryiflb to fit into 

their schanes ••. " ( P• 384) 

Sud:ienly, when Augie ccnfronts this truth, ltlich he 

could not recognise before, a sudden upsurge of feelings, 

overtake him: 

I was grateful for her plain '~ay of n&"ning a 
truth that had been hal1{;ing around me anonymously 
for many long years. I did fit into people 1 s 
schemes. It was an enotion of truth that I had, 

hearing this. Hainly of truth... here was a wanan 
l'tlo would net put me on trial for rr~' shortc<Anings 
or judge me. Because I was tired of being socked 
on the head and baJl[;ed by judgements." ( p. 384) 

Perhaps, cne feels that it is a turning point in 

Aue;ie 1 s life. That he is c:oing to chOJ'l[;e. But, as usual, 

ult:ilnately his resolutions fade away, leaving hi'n as he was, 

a cla,:.; to be moulded upon by external forces. 

Au.gie decides it is better to be 'lotlat you are, rather 

than try to be sanethine that you are not. Perhaps, he 1-.ras 

always tryi11[; to be what he was, thoueh .be: always ended up 

as anything but his true self. He tells :-antouchian 

friend of his wife Stelle, an:i one of the last father 

fieures of Augie harch in the book: 
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that I have always tried to become W"lat I am. But 
it is a frightening thing. Because W"lat if l>Jhat 
I am by nature is not good enoogh? •.• I suppose, 
I better, anyway, give in and be it. I will never 
force the _hand of fate to create a better Augie 
March, nor change tm time to an age of gold ••. 
It is better to die W"lat you are than to live 
a stranger for ever. ( p. 485) 

In the final stage of Augie' s 1 adventures 1 , we find 

Augie enlisting in the navy and packing off to f~ht the 

Nazis. But his ship is torpedoed. Augie adrift in a life 

boat with a murderrus lunatic - Basteshaw, is oolieed to 

listen to his fanatical renderings, until he manages to 

free himself. J anathan Wilson argues that 

the episode is profoond in its symbolization, 
for it seems to have reverberations throuehout 
Bellow's canon. In order to free himself, Augie must 
work up a physical energy that seEms to figuratively 
correspmd to all intellectual energy, that Belicn-v' s 
late heroes produce to counteract their paralysis. 
All Bell0\>J1 s heroes have to be "tied up" before 
they can get their juices flowing and di r.cover the 
range and extent of their powers. ( p. 23) 

There is no profound change in Aucie toHards the end. 

But Tooy Tanner feels that, if not a change, atleast he 

has reconciled, not with society, but with life. AU[;ie is 

able to look back at life as e. series of errors, 

but as Tony Tanner says, 1'he has gamed the 'saints' 

intimation', that blessedness covers the whole creation, 

but covers it thicker in sane places than in others. n24 
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Augie is not ready to accept dei'eat. He refuses to 

lead a disappointed life. For Augie knows, 11:tlot that life 

should erx:i is so terrible in itself·, but that it should 

end with so many disappointmert. s in the essential".{p.412) 

And Augie' s quest according to Tony Tanner is 1tto disco-

ver how most positive}J' to cope with this fact. n. "We 

are not, cannot be living", ccntinues Ta..'1l1er, 1rthe dwarf 
' 

end of all times , so there must still be occasion of 

redeeming greatness and nooility. rr25 

Life, its greatness may not be evident easily. But 

the only hope, is not to give up being optimistic. Ani 

Augie, never willing to bow do\'11 in front of adverse 

situation, reasserts his faith in the last scene. 

As he is riding in his car alene, he thinks of 

Jacqueline the French maid who had accanpanied him, and of 

Mexico, were she dreamed to go, and starts laughing: 

What is so laughable, that a Jacqueline, for 
instance, as hard used as that by rrugh forces, 
will refuse to lead a disappointed life? Or is 
the laugh at nature - including etemi ty - that 
it thinks it can l'Jin over us arrl the power of 
hope? Nah, Nab, I think. It never will. But that 
probably is the joke , on ore or the other, and 
laughing is an enigma that includes both. { p. 536) 

And Augie errls his narration as "a sort of Columbus 

of those near - atr- hand 11 , additl;, " I may l'lell be a flop 

at this line of endeavrur. Columbus too thought he 'Was 
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a flop, probably, when they sent him back in chain, whi.ch 

did not prove there was no America. 11 ( p. 536) 

As T ooy Tanner states, 

Augie has not really found any new continents of 
life's possibilities - indeed we leave him in a 
very old one, tied to a corrupt business arrl 
deceptive wife. His farewell is not a consummation, 
but a gesture - countenanc:ing hope, refusing despair. 
Not dying amidst the deathly evidence.26 

Once Aueie himself says that he had "a feeling about 

the axial lines of life, with respect to which 11 one must 

be "straight" or else ooe' s eJCistmce becanes mere 

" clm-m::ry, hidinc "tragedy". Auc;ie says that he must have 

had a feeling since he was a kid about these axial lines, 

which made him want to have his existence on than and so 

he has said 'no' like a stubborn fellow to all his "persua-

ders", just on tre obstinancy of his me:aory of these lines, 

which was never entirely clear. Aueie also feels that he 

has felt these 11thrillinc lines" again. And as he says: 

\'111en stri vil'l[. stops, there they are as a girt. 
I y,·as lying on the couch here before and they 
su.idenly went qui verinc r-lght straight through 
me. Truth, love, peace, bounty, usefulness, harmony! 
And all noise and grates, and distortions, 
chatter, distraction, effort, superfluity, passed off 
like sanething unreal. ( p. 454) 

AUfie also feels that any man can cane back to these 

axial lines. Perhaps, even if Augie is tied to a corrupt 
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business and married to a deceptive wife, it won't be 

long before he dtunps then, for the pull of the axial 

lines will be too int:ense for him to ignore. 

Seize the Dg: Deeper than SarrOtl 

:t-1any critics consider §eize the Dcg as Saul Bellow's 

most tiehtly constructed work. The hero of the novella, 

TCIIIJzy" 1iilhelm, is out of won~, is estranged fran his 

wife, who is d€r.landing more and more support pa_.vmmts, and 

is imploril1G to his father, Dr. Adler, a successful doctor, 

now in his eighties, to bail him out of the financial 

whirlpool, which is sucking him down. At the end of it, 

we find hiu sobbing profusely in front of a coffin, after 

being cheated of tre last dollars that he had by Dr. T arnkin 

W"lom Jonathan Hilson calls as the "surrogate" fnther of 

Tcnmy Wilhelm. 

Keith Eichael Opdahl believes that Seize the Da;t 

depicts the throe:: of a drowninr; man. Tcmmy Hilhelm faces 

co,uplete sulr.lergence in failure".2'7 Opdahl's criticism hovers 

around the 

a failure 

drowning, 

is the 

ambiguity of Wilhelm 1 s 

and a triumph, a-rrl v-lhich 

l-lhi ch is both 

central 

of Seize the Day. 

ntly described by 

This sinldQ; 

Saul Bellow. 

of T CIIJinY 1:Ji lhe 1m i s 

problem 

poigna-

Wilhelm "feels 

heart.sicknes:J as he stan:ls :in front of the 

a splash of 

corpse. (p. 117) 
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\~'hen he begins to cry, at first softly and later 

hysteri ca.Ill' Opda."11 says that the drowning is canplcte: 

Soon he •·:as past l·;ard s, past :reason, cdierence. 
He could not stop. The source of all tears had 
sprung open ~~.thin him, black, deep, and hot, arrl 
the:;' were pouring out and ccnvulsed his body, 
bending his stubborn head, bowinc his shoulders, 
twisting his face, cripplill[; the very hands l'rl.th 
wh:Lch he held the handkerchief. His efforts to 
collect himself VRre UDeless. The great knot of 
ill and grief, in his throat Sl"~elled upwc.ro, 
and he gave in utterly and he held his face 
and wept. ( p. 118) 

Bellow concludes: 

The heavy sea-like music came up to his ears. 
It poured into him, \-!here he had hidden himself 
in the centre of cro,.ro. by the great and happy 
oblh'ia-• of tears. He heard it and sank deeper 
thc:m sorrm~, through torn sobs and cries towards 
to,Jurdz the ca.stlilllilc1.tion of his heart's ultimate 
nero. ( p. 118) 

Contrc:"stinc interpretations have been given to this 

11dr0\·:ninc 11 of Tanmy ;·:ilhelm, \·.'hich accordint: to Keith Opdahl 

suceest that Uilhelm' s drov.nil1£ is a source of ccnfusiorJ 

much like the unresolved ccnilicts of other stories- v1ith 

one diffcrmce. Bello-...:' s other novelr: are not clear because 

of a contradict:: on bchJCen the separate elements of plot 

and metaphor, or speech ar.d action, but Seize the Day 
28 

unclear because of the ambi~::uity of a single imaee. 

:J ani el Fuchs in Visj_cn and Revisicn states: 

The story ends not in fragments but vrl. th maenified 
:i.maee of man. Tommy Wilhelm struggles aga:inst the 
alienation that threatens to engulf him. The last 

is 



'\l:ords tell us i.r, axiolo,eical certitude of rd.s 
"heart!~ t:J.t:im.1i.e need". :·;nat is this need? 
BelJow spea}:s of 1rtlJc hawy obliv:iop o~ tearr;" 
t:lTot:t.;h v:P.ich \·,'iD-,cJ.m sClilk rrdeepcr tf;sn sorrel~" 

tm~a:rds ccnstmll.~t:i.or. of it. Here , .. ~ see a 
rne<1Dinr.ful su.:"fcrinf:, affirrr,ed rather than 
denied, a testin.on:·i tc its transfi[,urill[~, 
restor ati vc effect; i'!C see a truth a:: old as 
the religion lelia,,· ~fuses to dis1:tiss. The 
po,,·crful endinr- - 11the reel Russie:n bancn in 
lola;·;: Scharer's phrase of the ncvella 
der:i v;,:s fror.r:: a yearning, a morcJ. certitude, 
vi-lich modernisr:. denies.;,_'<j 

Tltus the bool: ends. It is i;lurrro, deepl~i emotion
al, beyond clr::a1· {·!X;;ctne~~; of stat.eraerit., yet the 
rcle;:Jse is fe-st <lTJrJ pov.'erfully cOTJ::,lmic<Jted. \·Jhat is 
he v~eE'pinc for? Lan~' tdn[s coalPSCE: in his tears. 
The dead ni2.Jl :is " re.-::inder of the inevit.-il,le death 
of the scl r, at t liE: S8me tll;-:e he- is a wry 
specific: <r.Hc:r; to Toilllny, hclples~~ 2.l'H.l friPndless 
on tl1is c.!<;:: of rccl: en inc. Tom,~>' 1 r. tears are botL 
for hu~~i.ll1ity 2ncl fo:· h.in·,seJ f. Yet they o~ c reveal 
er. a11arcnes s of the supre1x vc;.luc of life, sheer 
life it~,eJ.f, eJ:istc:r;ce L'e::oml t!1c ~:s:.:;E:sm:1ellt of 
fin~3I1cial SUCCCSf· or fd..ih..rc.JO 

But Jono.than ;,ll:::c·r., ;110 has vie ... :ed the boo!\ entirel:· 

the CCJr,ch:sion arrived b:· Tcny 

TLc r.i211 in th<. coffin cillD up rwt a;l~· ~.'il11cl.r:1 1 c 
"c~.-i.nc, self" <J.nc! nhc.c:.lar:it:·ll but r.:on~ s,t."£cifical1y 
·\;ill:el.r:'' ~. f<>:Lncr rr,C. Tam kin (the surroz2te father). 
;:ilhel.Jr, 1 s lc:st .·:::etinE \·:itb his fC!tllcr tc-J:e s place 
in. tl!e t:iOrt;uc ~.i..l.:c I:J..::.ssnge basE.T.'r:!!it. of the Ilotel 
Glori;m~>., ;·:::ik l c. 1::: Ta::::ir: ,,·he has supposecil:,-
ciisappearec intc i.\.:1;eral chapel never to appear again. 
Wilhelm at tll':' cr.J of the novel,. "stripped naked" 
has lost bot}-: l-d.E fc.therr,. rc ir. I:tctaphoricaJ.ly 
an orphan.31 
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Alder's partine words to his san are: 

"You want to r;-,a,Y.e yourself into my cross. 
But I am not go inc to pick up a cross. I will 
see yru dead, l'lilkJ' by Christ, before I 
let you do that to me".( p. 110) 

Jonathan \~ilson feels that this play C!l Christ 1 s passion 

signifies Wilhelm's total abandorunent. His father, Dr. Alder 

and surrogate father, Dr. Tankin rejects him. He is an 

orphan now • 11Hilhelm' s mourning" in the funeral parlour sig-

nals an un~1anted 11birth11 into manhood, but rather than accep-

ti.ng it and rather than arriving in "reality" when the 

spell of both fatrers is broken, Wilhelm apparently noats 

up and embrace what Tanner et al calls an affirmatim of 

"sheer life itself" and W'lat I wuld call a denial of 

sheer reality itself. u32 

J cnath<ll'l Wilson affirms that Wilhelm cries because he 

was made an "orphan" and also because he identifies himself 

wi. th the dead man. Nat. so much because he too l..d.il have to 

die one day, but because his "fathers" dead to him, he is 

also to a laree extent, dead himself. "Unwilling to grow up 

and unable to define himself except in O!Jpor.i.tion or submi-

ssion to his "fathers"• Wilhelm has no "being" when he 

is discamected fran thern. "If sinY.ing "deeper than sorrow" 

suggests that Wilhelm's tears are also tears of joy, it can 

only be because he ha5 :imaged the death of his oppressors 11~3 
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The "drowning 11 image, definitely has a positive tenor. 

The words l'rrJ.ch Saul Bellow uses like 

ligpts fused ecstatically" and ''the great and happy oblivion 

of tears", all signify this. \·Jilhelm is at the rock bottan 

of his suffering. There is no further that he can sink. 

His existence, if at all, he has an existence now, has to 

be an · upliftnent. He has to emergE from the mires of life. 

In fact, he is not sinking deeper than sorrow, but transce-

nding it. 'l'rnnscending the sobs and cries towards the con-

summation of his heart's ultimate need. A movement towards 

a higher for.ra of existence. 

Henderst:ll the ltain Ki~ Grun-tu-Holani 

Hemerson the Rain King has been often compared to 

Don Quixote, Tarzan, Gulliver, Huckleberry Finn, Hank .Horgan 

of Connecticut Yankee, Captain .Ahab of ~:oby Dick, etc. 

Tony Tanner says that at least one critic had concltrl-

ed "that this was cne of those boa..s clearly coostructed 

for delight and despair of meaning hunters. 1134 Jonathan 

vlilsoo says that "Bellow sent his hero back, not to his 

mother's womb, but to its closest approximation - the l'Kmb 

of mankind. 

the hero is 

AS in Seize the DaY, In Herrlerson the Rain King, 

35 
desperate to be reborn." 
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Henderson the Rain King, according to Keith liJ.chael 

Opdahl, is exhuberant, spantaneoti.s, and wildly canic about 

the ambiguities of wrath and rebellion. In Henderson the 

Rain King Bellow cnce again tries to cope with his religious 

imagination, but he does . not do so by an ambiguous transce-

ndent vision but by Henderson 1 s le sscn in philosophic idea

lism. "36 

Eugene Hendersoo, en tre surface, appears to be a 
unique Bellow hero. l!e is tre scion of a patrician 
New England family and a multimillionaire by inheri
tance. Henderson ic thus released frow the twin 
burdens that afflict all of Bellov;' s other heroes r.rith 
the excepticn of Albert Co:rde - Jew:i.shness arxi money, 

says J en at han \•lilson. 37 

Hendersoo in the beginning is frustrated. Tcny Tanner 

feels that 

his great traditioo cannot provide him wi. th a 
function, a satisfying rcU.e, a mode of self
realisation ••• He feels a vague need for same 
discipline... but :00 feels "displaced", has no 
sense of station, and feels the need to find out 
some basic truth about the self and its 

38 destiny before re can make terms with society. 

Henderson too is on a qmst to find out his role, the 

meaning of his existence: 11I had cane to look upon the 

phenCJ:lena of life as so many medicines mich would cure my 

ccndition or aggravate it. But the condition! Oh Ir\'r' con:ii-

tion! First and last that cmdition11 • ( p. 65) 
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So Henderson's African joorney is an attempt to trans-

cend his nauseat:ing condition. To escape the horrendous con-

dition of his life which he finds unbearable: 

Oh! shaxoo, shame! Oh! crying shame! How can we? 
Why do we allow ow·selves? What are we doing? 
The last little room of dirt is wait:ing. Without 
windows, so for Gcxi's sake, make a move, 
Hendersoo, put forth effort. You, too, lo.d.ll die 
this pestilence. Death will annihilate you and 
nothil16 will remain, and there will be nothing 
lett but junk. ( p. 40) 

11The encroaching, suffocating litter and rubble of 

life lived badly, lived pointlessly, oppresses Henderson 

the point where he has to make a colossal effort of 

burderment, mentally and physically", says Tmy Tanner. 39 

a 

to 

dis-

The suffocation could be because as Henderson feels, beca-

use of our attitude tc life, \>hich says that ,.~ too r:rust 

move, and do our share in the world. 11The earth is a 

huge ball which nothing holds up :in space except its OW'l 

motion arrl magnetisn, an:l. \'le conscirus things \..hO occupy it 

believe we have to move toe, in our own space. We can't 

allow ourselves to lie d0\-41 and not do our share and imit-

ate the greater entity. 11 ( p. 79) This could be the uree 

that forces Henderscn to r.ove out into Africa. 

But this africa, according to Keith N.ichael Opdahl is• 

Just as Leventhal• e tropical city, is a projection 
of his inner self, so Henderson's Africa is a 
metaphor of his deepest being - the harsh internal 



nature he wOJ.ld reject. Henderscn' s Africa exenvli.fi.e s 
the metaphorical cast of Bellow's imagination and 
his yolking of persmality and metaphysical principles. 
It also eobodies, in tw:> tribes Hendersoo visits, 
the element of love and terror v:hich Bellow• s heroes 
find in therasel ves. 40 

Hendersoo returns again and aeain to his miserable con-

dition. He is obsessed \\i.th it: 

Oh! It is miserable to be human. You get such 
diseases. Just becnuse you are hunan and for no 
other reason. Before yru know it, as the years go 
by, you are just like the other people you have 
seen, lv'ith all those peculiar human ailments. 
Just another vehicle for temper and vanity and 
rashness and all the rest. i'lho wants it? \'l'ho 
needs it? These things occupy the place, \\here 
a man t s soul should be. ( p. eJ) 

Strangely we find HendersQ'l, like Saul Bellow• s earlier 

character Joseph in Dangling Han, arriving at a similar 

cmclusian about life: 

The world may be ' strange to a child, but he docs 
not fear it the way a man fears. He marvels at 
it. But the grown man mainly dreads it. And rmy? 
Because of death. So he arranges to have himself 
abducted like a child. So what happens \d.D_ not be 
his fault. And W'lo is this kidnapper - this gypsy? 
It is the stranceness of life - a thifl[; that makes 
deatL more reoote, as in childhood. ( p. 84) 

Henderson seems to believe that even the hunan condition 

is pathetic, man still wants to live. He is overwhelmed by 

the tr~e words ~ueen 'rli.llatale tells him. Perhaps, he expected 

it. He had hoped that she will spell that into his ears, 

the mystery that surrounds life: " I believed the queen 
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could straighten oe out, if she wanted to; as if, any 

minute now, she might open her hand and show me the 

thing, the source, the genn - the c::!.pher, tre nzy-stery, 

you know. 11 ( P• 79 ) 

•G run-tu-Holani 11 , the queen says. ( p. 85). It means man 

wants to live. And Henderson identifies l'Jith that. "I could 

not bear how sad things have becane in the world and so 

I set out because of this Nolani. 11 ( p. 85) 

The travel to Africa, could be also the symbolic rep:re-

sentation of what Henderson yearns for. ::is desire to move 

fr<r.! 1 Bee aniq; 1 to 1 Being 1 • Henderson is asked by king 

Dah.f'u, ~bat kind of e. traveller he is? While ans-v.ering 

this, Henderson feels that he should have answered also 

that some people fourrl satisfactim in being 
(Walt Whitman: "&lough to merely be, enough to 
breathe! Joy! Jay! Al.J over jay! ) • Beine. Others 
\-Jere taken up hith becauii'l{:. Bein;:: people have 
all the breaks. Becani.nc people are very unlucky, 
ah:ays in a fizzy. The Becaning people are 
always havint; to make expla.'1ation or offer justi
fications to the Being people. vlh:ile the Being 
people provoke these e..":planation .•. Enough! .EDoue;h! 
Tiute to hnve becane. Time to Be! Burst the 
spirit 1 e sleep. ( p. 160) 

But Henderscn feels that all struggles cannot be wen. 

Especially the struggles of desires. A confession that all 

his endeavcurs were in vain. He writes to his wife: 111 

dm 't think the struggles of desire can ever be won. Ages of 
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la1ging and will.ing, willing and longing, ani h~ have they 

en:ied? In a draw, dust and dust." ( p. 285) 

fut this is not the individual fate of one Hendersm 

alone. It is the curse of humanity. Not the scourge of 

modern age, alo:oo. Its genesis coincides with the genesis of 

human beings. As King Dahfu explains to Henderson: 

No, graves are not deep but msignificant, a mere 
few feet fran the surface and not far fran 
fearing and desiring. !-lore or less the same fear, 
more or less the sa.rm desire for thousan:ls of 
generations. Child, father, father, child, doing the 
same. Fear the same. Desire the same. Upon the 
crust, booeath the crust, again and again and again. 
Well, Hendersoo, what the generatims for'? 
Please explain to me. Only to repeat fear and 
desire without a change? This cannot be what the 
thing is for, over and over and over. ( p. '87) 

Henderson acknowledges thnt truth: 

All you hear fran guys is desire, desire, desire, 
knocking its way out of the breast, ani fear, stri
king and striking and striking. Enough already. 
Time for a word of troth. Time for something 
notable to be heard. otherwise, accelerating like 
a stone, you fall fran life to death. Exactly like 
a stone, straight into deafness arrl still repeating, 
I want, I want, I want, then striking the earth 
and entering it for ever. ( p. 297) 

But is there no end to misery, by-prcrluct of desire and 

fear. Henderson has no answer. But this question riddles 

him: ''May be time was invented so that misery 1aight have 

an end. So that it shouldn't last forever? There may be 
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al? There is no time in bliss. All the clocks were thrown 

out of heaven." ( p. 314) 

Jonathan vlilsm states that, 

Henderson ends up in Africa with much the same 
feelings trot he had in .America. He is twice 
made ldtness to the absurdity of ritual - mce 
with cows and once with lions - ani he is also 
made deeply al-Jare of tre danger that is involved 
in plumbi~ the depth of Clle's being. Herrlerscn 
does not want to accept reality m its OWl 

uncanpranising te:rms - but neither does he ldsh 
to come at reality, via his violent, flashing 
certer. Confronted by the "ordered" society of 
Arnm-:i, Henderson is driven to create chace; 
confronted by the dark chasms of the Warriri 
'WOrld, Henderson recoils from it in horror. n41 

But even if Hmderson was rot able to realise his goal, 

his trip to Africa cannot be said to be a canplete failure. 

The interpretation of Keith Nichael Opdahl seems to be more 

accurate.He l«ites: 

Thus Bellow leaves his awakened hero on the way 
hane to America and new life. In the second chapter 
he had portrayed tt.e reality Henderson denies by 
a vision of an octopus in an aquarium. As Hen::l.erson 
looks at the creature, he was horrifed by ''the 
soft head with its speckles, and the Brownian 
motion in those speckles, a cosmic coldness in 
which I felt I r1as dying."( p. 19) The "cosmic 
coldness" is the death rrhich awaits him in an 
inanimate universe and the inhumanity within too 
human heart. By the end of his African journey, 
Henderson can face both the internal and external 
reality.42 

Tony Tanner echoes the same feeling: 
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Henderson is a kind of fool, but persistent en~ 
in his folly to reach the threshold of w:isdan, 
and \-ben he struggles to grasp and hold the 
notion of a new nobility attainable by men, 
then, whether he is waking or sleepmg, canic or 
profrund, we listen to him; and listening we 
su:lde~ seem to glimpse, lolhat it might mean to 
burst the spirit's sleep. (p. 402) 

Daniel Fuchs too agrees i>dth this view: 

As for· ilenderson's final assertion of love, there is 
a middle-aged, mell0\<1 quality to it that may 
convince because it does not danand too much. 
Africa, has awakened Henderson, so the possibility 
of love seems natural enrugh. In a sense it 
has washed him clean, renewed him, given him that 
second, higher innocence through experience, so 
that the cmcludi..ng image of man arrl child appro
priately canpliments "· •. that child, that 'Whi. teness, 
the tumiq; of circles, all bespeak an inner 
harmony that the soul-searching Henderson has 
wm ••• 44 

The letter that Henlerson writes to his ;dfe Lily, 

is itself an example of his chaneed attitude towards life. 

This change, but tal(es place lone before Da.l-tfu meets his 

untimely death. But Dahfu 13 death only accelerates Hen:ler-

sm' s change. In his letter, he talks about love and telb 

Lily: 111 probab~ have not said this lately, but I have the 

feelillG for you, baby, 'vh.ich s~times wrings nzy heart. You 

ca..11 call it love. Althoueh personally I think the word is 

full of bluff." Henderson has reached such a stage, that 

he feels that word love, corrupted and misused, cannot fully 

convey his feelings for his wife. 
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Considering the fact, that in the beginning he just 

wanted to escape from the total atmosphere, W'lich he felt 

was suffocatill;, this is a great change. But his change is 

not superficial. It is total. He is caning back to Alnerl.ca, 

not to repeat, all those errors that he had ccmn:i.tted in 

his life. It is to lead a life, lrl.th \-1hich he can serve 

others. He wants to becane a doctor. He writes to Lily: 

I ma,y apPly for missionary work, like Dr. Wilfred 
Grenfell or Albert Schweitzer. Hey! .Axel Hunthe -
hor1 about him? • • But 1-1e mi. ght try India. I 
do want to get my harris a1 the sick. I want to 
cure then. Healers are sacred. 11 have been so 
bad myself I believe there must be a virtue in 
me, finally." ( P• 284) 

The love that he feels for the Persian boy is real. He 

finds hapPiness in playing with him. Jonathan vlilson says: 

The plane carrying Henderson on the last leg of his 
jrurney makes a stop symbolically enout.;h in 
Nei-.rfoundland. Henderson steps rut into the icy air and 
begins to r.un in circles on the runway. With him 
is a small orphan boy he has made friends with en 
the flight and lion cub, secreted fra:t Warriri and 
supposedly containing the soul of Dahfu. Together 
they go "running - leaping, leaping, pounding, and 
tinglii'l.[ over the pure white lining of the grey 
Arctic silence" (p. 341) • Bellow leaves us this 
lyric manent, a profoo.ndly beautiful image of love 
and friends}:lip • This, he seems to suggest, is 
Henderson's Newfoundland.45 

The ecstatic outburst of thrill encompassed in Henderson 

being called frau "non-existence into existence". ( p. 284) 
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Post-script 

AJ.'ter examining the first five books of Bellow, we find 

that the underlyiq; theme of all these books is the same 

- too rcaffirmatioo of life. Joseph feels that pm-e liber-

ty cr freedan is the main quest in life, which he can obtain Cllly 

through returnin.g to life. Asa Leventhal, the only hero, not 

to be nagged by the nzysteries of existence, finds happiness 

:in the quotidia.'1 life. PerhapE, the cru.y hero in Ballou's 

canon, l-lho obtain this "peace and joy" without any kind of 

suffering, for which all others had to undergo huni.liation 

and agcny. This is why I have argued earlier, that the 

real hero is Kirby Allbee, the cne who suffers and through that 

very suffering transcends disappointment. 

his not so desirable situation at the 

Augie Narch, despite 

end, is sure to .find 

the axial lin8s of life, truth, peace, lave, bounty, usei'ulness 

and hanncny. For, as Augie himself has stated, at aey time 

any man car: return to it. Henderson returns to America, no 

to life, with a reaffirmation of his faith :in love and 

service. TOII'JY Will1elm transcends to a reaL'n , "deeper than 

sorrow". 

Th~ tho~ll the plot a.'1d situation arrl characters 

change, we feel Bell~, aeain and again, harmnering do\ill 

the intellect, the sacredness of life - a sacredness which 
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does not seem obvious at all in these mcdem times to 

their modem heroes. 
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Chapter III 

Herzog 



Herzog is a treatise on the d11EIIID.a of existence. It 

is a long debate interspersed with anecxiotes, each the 

starting point of a chain reaction of argunents and counter 

argunents. It is the story of Moses E Herzog, an acadsnic 

ostracisoo from his world, sannambulating through the corri-

dors of life, at times, wit.~ a shudder, awakening to the night

mare reality, and slowly sinking back into the unreal 

trance. It is a novel about death, but not of death alone. 

It is also of survival, re-birth and regeneration. 

Moses E Herzog 1 s name is derived fran !!_l:rsses written 

by James Joyce, according to Tony Tanner, in which t~re 

is a minor character called Moses Herzog, who is a put 

upon merchant. Tanner also vt:rites that Herz<J;, 11 seEI!ls to rumina

rise and contain all the questions, the problems, the 

fee~·s, the pliehts, and tre aspirations worked over in 

previous novels, and it follows them out to extremist 
1 

reaches." 

As we have seen earlier also, for Saul Bellow, exi&-

tence is not a stretch of void, boundoo on its extremitios 
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by birth a.n:i death. It is not a monad, a monochranatic 

prisn engulfing the protoplasn af life. It is not a 

journey through the mirage of time, sans meaning, sans 

ren:ievou z. Erlstence for Bellow is a randan collection of 

bliss ani agony, arr~a:i haphazanily on the spokes of 

time. It consists of a shoal of Elllotions, conditioned to 

explode or implcx:le, according to the vagaries of temporal 

reality, imposed on a host of transient needs, love, sex, 

ecstacy and sublimation. Existence for BellO\.,, is not the 

means to an end o It is the end in itself o 

The novel Herzg; as Keith Opdahl says is the 

canpul.si ve re-working of the past by a man who has been 

deeply lru.rt" 0 

2 The actions ~ich Herzog remembers, which 

is the actual present of the novel, is very simple an:i 

direct. Herzog at the end of his school term in New 

York decides to flee fra:l his mistress Ramona, to sane 

triends at llartha' s vineyard. Once there he decides to 

!\---turn .immediately to New York, where he continues the 

letter writing which has lately become his compulsion. 

SpEilds the evening with Ramona, visits a court room, 

witnesses a child murder trial, rushes to Chicago, where 

he almost kills his ex-wife alXi her lover, who was 

once his best friend. He takes his daughter Jtme to 

an aquarium next day, meets with an accident, and appears 
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befcre police court, for carrying concealed weapon. He 

then flies to Berkshiree, returning the novel to its 

beginning. 

. ~~ ·: 

The past events which Herzog remembers as he travels, 

aloo form a straight forward story. He had d.ivorcro his 

first wife Daisy ani married the beautiful Madeleine, 

settling w:i. th her in the Derk shires to write a book on 

the Ranantics. Sle insists that their marriage can be saved 

only by moving into Chicago arxl taking their friends, the 

Gersbachs, 'lid th them. Once there, she forces Herzog to meet 

a psychiatrist. An:! me day suddEilly armo\U'lces her decision to 

divorce and pack off Herzog fran his own house. Herzog 

goes to Europe to recover fran the shock, ar¥i returns to 

New York more miserable ani f:in:is that Gersbach and 

Madeleine are lovers. 

"Twice married, twice divorced; turnel out of his 

o,.,n house by his wife Madeleine adul.tress; betrayed by his 

best friend Gersbach, adulterer; deprived of his young 

daUGhter; ignaninously bullioo ani used by his psychiatrist, 

his lawyer, and his doctor; pitied by his family ani 

frien:is; unable to pursue his academic profession; ani fina

ncia~ desperate"3 Herzog undoubtedly ie the quintessence 

of mcxiern man. Cut off from the moorings of his life, 

Herzog wanders tossed up in the storms of reality, unable 

to rudder hi.s consciouness to any destination, ostracised fran 
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society, he lives in a world of thoughts arxi memories. 

To escape tre torturing pams of reality, he has to escape 

into the wcrld of illusions - edified on memories sweet 

ani sour. 11How he doted an his memories! \•Jhat a funny 

sensual bird he was! Queer for recollections, perhaps?" 

( p. 36) 

Herzog fmds solace in memorie a, for memories radiates 

fran a time, a pericxi, when Herzog lived... a life. It 

l'las tough, it was bitter, it was merciless, but still it 

was lifE. "•.. So we had a great schooling in grief. 

I st.Ul know t:tJ3 se cries of the soul. They lie in the 

breast, am jn the throat. The mouth ~ants to open wide 

aiXl let. them out. But all these are antiquities - Yes, 

Jel'dsh antiquities originatine in tre Bible, in a biblical 

sense of personal experience ani destiny." ( p. 184) 

He craves to go back. Back to hi. s chilJhood. 11My 

ancient times. Remoter than ~t. No daW'l, t~ f:>a;y winters. 

In darkness the bulb was lit." ( p. 17h) ftJ1 irrepressible 

desire to be back ldth his mother who spoiled him with 

love, his bootlegger father, dreaming Shura, and asth'i:ntic 

Willie, forces !rim to move dolm. the memory lane, unconscious

ly. Napolean street with its filth, dirt and stink was his 

hane. He \'iants to be there always: 
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Hapolean street, rotten, toylike , craz;.- ani filthy, 
riddles, nogged with harsh weather - the bootlegger IS 

boys r~cHirlG ancient prayers. Tot his Moses• heart 
was attachoo with great power. Here was a l-.'ider 
range of human feelings than he had ever again been 
able to find. The children of the race, by a never 
failing miracle, opened their eyes on one stranee 
world after another, age after age, and uttered the 
same preyers in each, eager~ lovint; what they 
found. What was wrong with Napolean street.? Thrught 
Herzog. All he ever want.oo was there. ( p. 174) 

Memories transfer him to a wrld, where he can exist. 

A world to ltdch he 'bel~s'. He is not an alien there, 

an outsider. He is a prince, whose diktats, with tmcom pro 

mising servility are listened to. A part of an ebbing cos:nos, 

which ldth undeterred fortitude, holds fort.h against t~ 

absurd, sans solutions of existence. An :&len which he has 

lost. • And lost as Adan did - poisoned with knowle::lge. No 

cosmic power can brins that back to him. 

Ignorance is bli s;.. He is cordetnned to haunt the past 

in neet:ing reJ.iniscences and li vc in the twilight zone of 

past and present. "To haunt the past like this - to love 

the de.ad.! Moses warnoo himself not to yield so greatJ.y to 

this temptation, thi::: peculiar weakness of his character. He 

was a depressive. Jepressives carmot surrender childhood -

not even the pains of childhood. 11 ( p. 177} 

It is to this ~yrean that Herzog wants to ret. urn to. 

His life becomes another quest for the Grail, a Jason after 
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the golden fleece. The present is intolerable. The world 

throttles h:h:l. They torture his soul. An alien groping 

blin:ll3 through the dark alleys of life. "A man is born to 

be orphane::l, ani to leave orphans art.er him. " ( p. 40) 

Riddled by the ~stery of existence, of life, he despe

rately searches fer an anchor. k1 anchor which can hold 

him still eJXi whisper the ultimate truth of creation. He 

cannot accept that man is a microscopic speck in the inti-

nite universe. An ant, no, a microbe, creatine images of 

splen:iour and power, and reigning over an illusory empire. 

Herzog is horrified at this prospect. 1'The novae twisting 

and the world caning into being, the invisible magnetic 

spckes by means of ltohlch bo:lies ~ept, one another in orbit ••. 

then after a billion years, light-years,this child-like but 

tar &an innocent creature, a straw hat on his head, and 

a heart in his breast, part pure, part wicked, who would 

try to form his own shaky picture of this magnificient 

web." ( p. 6.3) 

panp 

He has seen early in his lite, the triviality of hwan 

Sarah Herzog openei her haiXi and said, ''Look carefully, 
now, and you will see what Adam was made oft. 

She rubbed the palm of her hand with a finger, rubbed 
until sanething dark appeared on the deep-lined skin, 
a particle of what certainly looked to him like earth. 

"You eee? It 1 s trueu. ( p. 285) 
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Herzog confronts .fully the nauseating picture of total 

meaninglessness: 

And then he died, and vivid blood of his turned 
into soU, in all the shrunken passages of his 
body. Ani then - the boiy, too - ah, Goi! - wastes 
away; and leaves its bones, and even the bones at 
last wear aw~ and crumble to dust in that 
shallow place or deposit. .An:i tms humanised, 
this planet in its galaxy of stars ani worlds 
goes fran void to void, inA.nitesimal, aching 
with its unrelated significance. ( p. 297) 

But Herzog does not want the life to be dispensed 

off. It is confusing, devoid of meaning ani utter~ insigni

ficant. Yet, he wants to live. Continue this druigery. For 

with all its agony, Herzog loves life. 11Do I love mankind? 

Eilough to ~are it, if I smuld be in a position to blow 

it to hell? Now let us all dress in one shroud and walk 

on Washington an1 Moscow. Let us lie down, men, women and 

children, ani ccy, •'Let life continue - we may not deserve 

it, but let it cmtinue." ( p. 67) 

About the individual, his freed.an, hopes ani areams, 

Herzog cynically observes: "No true individual has existed 

yet, able to live, able to die. Only diseased, tragic, or 

dismal an::i ludicrou.<O fools who SOCletimes hoped to achieve 

sane ideal by fiat, by their great desire for it. But 

usually by bullyine all mankin:l into them. n ( p. S6) 
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Herzog views the modern man with conteiiiJt. Can we call 

ourselves human beings'? Creatures, animals, that is what 

they are. Creatures whan eva1 death despise: 

But do you call these men! We are on.ly creatures. 
Death himself must be afraid of us. I can see 
death caning before Go:l to say. 11What shall I 
do? There is no more gra.."ldeur :ill being death. 
Release me, Gcxi tran this meanness". Courage, 
honour, frankness, friemship, duty, all m~e 
filthy, sullied. So that we loathe the daily 
bread that prolongs useless existEI'lce. There was 
a time llben men were born, lived and died. (p. 166) 

Yet, Herzog almost contradicting himself, ridicules the 

ten:iEI'lcy to compare tre present to an ideal past of the 

human kind. Perhaps, it was the projection of Herzog's indi-

vidual quest to a mega canvas, encaupassing into it, the 

history, the evolution of humanity: 

We have fashimed a new utopian history, an 
idyll, canparing the present to an imaginary 
past, because we hate the world as it is. This 
hatred of tre present has not been understocxi. 
Perhaps, the first demand of Emerging consci
oumess in this mass civilisation is e:q)ressive. 
The spirit released fraa servile dunbness, 
spits dung and ho,ds with anguish st<red during 
long ages. ( P• :cn.3) 

This also contradicts what Herzog is doing in reality. 

As an individual, he exists by retreating into the past. 

His present is a ceaseless struggle, to replace it with the 

past. But to hunanity at large, he dEilies the same privile-

ge, sermonising that past was servile, was dumb, was 
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'7(> 
I 1 

But. this apparent. contradiction is resolved \tlen we 

perceive that what Herzog says has a totally different 

dimension. Hay be out of the chaos, he was trying to re

suscitate the irxiividual. For, past is a reality only i'or 

tre individual. For the collective group, mankind, past is 

imaginary, a uzyth. And without. a past how can there be a 

present •.. '? Herzog banbards the idea of humanity. Mankind is a 

myth. There are only irxiividuals - suffering, torture:i, msi-

gnificant imividuals. 

He laughs as he realises that "three thousand million 

hunan beings exist, each with s:>me possession, each with a 

peculiar treasure". ( p. 2t 6) Herzog wants to assert that indi-

victuals, may be insignificant, incoosequent, but, only they 

exist. 

And too only excuse fer this individual to exist is 

that he is born. Birth legitimises life. But a hwan birth, 

does not endorse a human life: 

Where is that hunan life, which is my only excuse 
for surviving! \fuat have I to show for myself! 
Only this! His face was before him in t~ blotchy 
mirror. It was bearde:i with lather. He saw his 
perplexed, furious eyes and he gave an audible cry, 
My G<Xir Who is this creature? It considers itself 
human. But what is it? Not hunan of itself. But 
has the looging to be h\l:lall. · Ani like a troubling 
drean, a persistent vapour. A desire. Where does it 
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all cane fran? Ani what is it? Arxl what can it 
be! Not immortal l<Xlging. No, entirely morlal, but 
hunan. ( P• ZlO) 

Ufe is not. the only thing that poses a problem for 

Herzog. If he is baffied by the question or life, he is 

horrified at the prospects of death. Life, he finds hard 

to remer it aome meaning. But ther;, what is death? What 

is there behind that door?: lffor the life of me I could 

not unierstand. I often thought I was going to have apo-

pleJcy", to burst. The more canfort. you gave me, the closer 

I came to death' s door." ( p. 108) 

Herzog finds it difficult to choose between life and 

death. Who is more lucky? The dead or the surviving. To 

embrace too \llknown void, or to continue the drab existence: 

We are survivors in this age, so theories of 
progress ill . becaue us, because we are intimatel,y 
acquainted with the costs. To realise that you are 
a survivor is a shock. At the realiz.ation of 
such election, you feel lilre bursting into tears. 

As the dead go their way, you want to call 
them, but trey depart in a black cloud of faces, 
souls. ( p. 96) 

Herzog believes that it is the knO\iledge of death that 

makes us hunan be~ s. And is perhaps the cause for all 

vices: "History, memory - · that is what makes us human and 

our lmowl.edge of death. For knowledge of death makes us 

wish to e>..tmd ow~ lives at the expense of others. And 
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this is the root of the struggles for power." (p. ~1). 

It might be childhocxi trauna that makes Herzog so 

much obsessed with death. He loved his mother deeply and 

her death rocked him. Even after the pass.in£ of time, he 

still remembers vividly t~ last sagging fight of his 

mother against death: 

He came into rer roan when she was dying, holding 
his school books, and began to say something to her. 
But she lifted up her hands and showed him h:ar 
finger nails. They were blue. As he stared, she 
slowly began to nod her head up and down as if 
to s;zy, •tthat1 s right, ~1oses, I am dying now. 11 

He sat by the bed. Presently she began to stroke 
his hands. She did this as well as she could; 
her fingers had lost their flexibility. Under the 
nails they seaned to him to be turning already 
into the blue loan of graves. She had began to 
change into earth. Be did not dare to look but 
listened to the runners of chi.ldrm 1 s sleds in 
too street. ( p. 287) 

This fear of death, often turns into fear of tre "dead" 

too. 

He was afraid of his own sanity. Liv:ing like 
this, especially after the de·:1th of Daisy's 
father. Mose::; thoueht he saw him, met hi.n1 in 
the woods, and when openErl doors he encoun
tered his father-in-law, vivid ani characteri
stic, waiting by a te.ble or sitting in the 
bathroom. ( pp. 1.59-&:l) 

Tcte.lly confused Hoaes even starts writing to the 

dead. Was he able to tran~cen.i the barrier that separates 

life ani death?: 



He realised that he was \·,Titing to the dead. 
To bring the shades of great philosophers up to 
date. But then wey should not he write the 
dead? He lived with them as much ao with the 
living - perhaps more; arxi besides, his letters 
to ti-E living were increasingly mental, and anyway 1 

to the mconscious, ltlat was death? Dreams did 
not recognise it. ( p. ?25) 

The dead has become a part of his life. 

His close friend Lucas Asphalter, is also baffled by 

death. But he believes that death could be a solution to 

life. He goes to the absurd extent of enacting his o;,n 

death: "As I gaze up from ~· coffin, at first I can keep 

m:y attention on my death, and on rrzy relations with the 

living, and then other things cane in - every time." ( p • .3.30) 

Herzog acknmdedges the pm~er of death. The annipotent 

ani the anniacient. He does not knO\~ what death is. But 

he is a\-: are that death is the supreme lord. Nothing can 

escape from his hold. It is only just a matter of time. 

Even G o:i i s p or;er less in front of him: 

}:o·-- ~od is dead, that point was passoo lent ago. 
Pe;rhaps it should be stated Death iE God. This 
generation thinks - and this is its thought of 
thoughts - that nothing faithful, vulnerable, fragile 
can be durable or have ~' true power. Death 
waits in these things as a cemmt floor waitf: for 
a dropping night bulb. The brittle shell of glass 
loses its tiny vacuun ll.'ith a guct., sn:i that is 
that ••• You think history is the history of loving 
hearts? You fool! Look at these millions of dead. 
Can you pity them, feel for them? You can nothing! 
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There wre too many. We burned them to ashes, 
we buried them with bulldozers. History is the 
history of cruelty 1 not love, as sof't men think. 
We have experilllented with every h\IIlan cap ad. ty 
to see which is strong an:i ~able and have 

shown that none is. There is only practicality. 
If the old God exists he must be a murderer. 
But the one true r,o:i is Death. ( P• 353) 

The ma::n thrust of history, Herzog says with pathos, 

is the "victory of death, not of rationality, not of ration-

a1 faith. " ( p. 354) He cannot understand how Prcudhon can 

suggest that "Goo is evil". Herzog disagrees with that. 

It is "our own nru.rdering imagination turns out to be the 

great power, our h\lllan imagination which starts by accusing 

God of murder. At the bottan of the whole disaster lies 

the human being's sense of a erievance, and with this I 

want nothi.nc more to do." ( p. 354) 

Death arrl memory thus play havoc with Herzog. He is 

aware that he is on the verge of insanity. But he can do 

nothf.ne. "These acute memories are probably symptans of dis-

order. To him, perpetual thouglt. of death waf. sin. Drive 

your cart and your pla,.; over tre bcnes of the dead." ( p. 46) 

But Herzog camot. live without fond.linr; his manories. They 

have bec-.ome an integral part of his life. "But, I with 

my memory - all the dead snd the mad are in my custody, 

and I am the nemesis of the would-be-forgottm." ( P• 167). 



But these thoughts do not help to solve his problems. 

No, they are good only in creating more and more confusion. 

Existence bccane a multi-layered realm of the abstract: 

"But can thought wake you up fran the dream of e:d stence? 

Not if it becanes a second realm of confusion, another 

more canplicated dream, dream of intellect, the delusion 

of total explanatioos. 11 ( p. 2J6 ) 

Caught between the urge to escape the har::h realities of 

existence and the horror of death, Herzog inevitably moves 

to this "second realm" of oonfusion. He felt that the 

outside world was not able to urrlerstand him. The world out 

there was confused. He was sober. But he has tro duty to 

explain it to than. To make then understani, to bring them 

arourxi. He 11 had been overcaae by the need to explain to have 

it out, to justify, to pt..1. in perspective, to classify, 

t .. ,P make ameni Bo 11 ( p • 8) 

But Herzog is also aware that hE~ .h;y some problems. 

He never trie:::: to refute it. 11fut he kn;n:_. he was immooe

rate - \:;:..rse than that temporarily deranged. " ( p. 50 ) 

Or as the narrator tells, 11He had manents of sanity, but 

he could r.ot maintain tm balance for very loog. 11 ( P• 116 ) 

Or at anotmr instance, "Herzog tragically sipping milk in 

Philadelphia, a frail hopeful hmatic, tipping the carton 
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to quiet his stomach ard drown his unquiet mind, courting 

sleep." ( P• 134) 

But being mad in a world turned upside doW'l, Herzog 

believes, is emancipation. It lirts you up fran the rot 

of life. It breaks the stranglehold of reason. It cracks the 

mould and lets you out free to adopt azzy protean dimene

ioos. "Emancipation resulting in madness. UnlimitEd freed.an 

to chose and play a tremen:lous variety of roles with a 

lot of coarse energy. " ( p. 265) 

This total freErlan juxtaposed with death, gives man two 

alternatives. As an ruq:>ression of .treedan he can disintegrate 

totally. Or acknowledge that life is the waking spell of 

existence am continue, irrespective of the void beyond. 

But these choices, these posers, though caning fran an insane 

mind are very significant. For, it proves to be most crucial 

in Herzog's existence: 

Since the last question, also the first one, the 

question of death, offers us t~ interestinc alternatives of 

disintegrating ourselves by our own rdll :in proof of rur 

"i'reedan", or the acknowl~ging that we owe a human life 

to this waking spell of existence, regardless of the 

void. ( After all we have no positive knowledge of that 

void). (p. 382) 
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Herzog makes the choice. He returns to life. But how 

is this possible? In a world stranger than fiction 

nothing should raise the eyebrOrJs of the sober. But 

Herz~ himself has an explanation for it: ''ln these 

days of near delirium ani wide ranging thought, deeper 

elemEI'lts of feeling had heightened . his perception, or made 

him instill something of his own into his surrotm.dings. As 

though he pai'ltec them with moisture and color taken fran 

hie own mouth, his blood, liver, bowels, genitals.~' ( p. 3.39) 

HerzO[; is quiet. He has lived through the nightmare. 

The devastati~ storm has left everything in ruin. He is 

no more angry. No more vindictive. His soul has been 

purified in the fire of agony: 

Nietzsche himself h,.:i a Christian view .of history. 
Seeing the present manent always as sane crisis, 
sane fall fran class:l..cal greatness. Sane corruption 
or evil to be saved fran ••• To some extent many of 
us do think we have to recover from same poison, 
need savin£;, ranaaning. ( P• 71) 

Living through the incinerators of life, Herzog knows 

that he has to be saved. He has to be lifted up fran 

this oortal pain of death and existence. But he also 

realises that his agony is not the end of all, but the 

begirming of the proceEs towards enancipation. A long night' e 

journey :into light: ''The light of truth is never far aw~, 

anl no human bei!l; is too regl.i.gible or corrupt to cane 

into it." ( p. 382) 



Herzog knows, now, that suffering is needed. The 

vanity, the ego, the feeling of 'I' has to be crushed, 

pulverised, and only fran that! pulp can the new man be 

created: 

It was enough to make any man pray to God to 
rEIIlove this great, bone-breaking buroen of self
hood and self-development, give himself a fai
lure, back to the species · for a primitive 
cure. But this was becaning the up-to-date and 
most conventional way of l()cking at any single 
life. In this view the body itself, with its 
two anna and vertical length, was compared to 
the Cross$ on which you knew the agony of 
consciousness an:l separate being. ( p. 117) 

Herzog analyses his om tortuous existence, based on 

this point of view: 

His recent misfortunes might be seen as a colle
ctive project, himself part.i cipating, to destroy 
his vanity ani his pretensions to a personal 
life so that he might disintegrate and suffer 
and hate, like so many others, not only on 
anything so distinguished as a cross, but down 
in the mi.re of post-Renaissance, post-lumanistic, 
post-Cartesian dissolution, next. door to the 
Void. ( p. 118) 

Han is ready to take a lot of non-sense. He is ready 

for crud.fi>d,.on, ready for the gallows, to the halter, 

provided resurrection is a certainty: 

But a man doesn't need happiness for himself. No, 
he can put up with any anount of torment - with 
recollections, with his own familiar evils, despair. 
AlXi this is the unl'ritten histary of man, his 
unseen, negative accaupliehmtnt, his power to do 
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without gratification for himself 1 provided there 
is sanething great 1 sanething into which his 
being, all beings can go. ( P• 35.3) 

Herzog in his letter to Mermelstein even refutes Kierke-

gaard, who according to Herzog had expounded suffering arrl 

Hell to make mankind serious: 

I venture to say Kierkegaard meant that truth 
has lost its force with us and horrible pain 
and evil must teach it to us again, the etemal 
punishnents of Hell will have to regain their 
reality before mankind turns serious mce more. (p.385) 

But. Herzog does not believe so. He even mocks at 

philosophers who professes t~ meaninglessness of life -

a dig at existentialists: 

Let us set aside the fact that sue h convictions 
in the mouths of safe, canfortable people playing 
at crisis, alienation, apocalypse and desperation, 
make me sick. We murt get it out of our heed · 
that this is a doaned time, that we are l-Jait
ing for. the end, and the res+. of it, mere junk 
fran fashinable magazines. Things are grim enough 
witoout these shivery game • People friehten:i.ng 
one anotb!r - a poor sort of moral exerdse. (p. 386) 

Advocacy of suffering, Herzog believes, should not lead 

mankind to its doan: 11You have to have the power to 

employ pain, to repent, to be illuminated, you must have 

the opportunity am. even the t:ime. 11 ( p. 386). Herzog says 

this .for he knows that, •'More comnonly, su.fferine. breaks 

people, crushes than aJXl is simply unill\llll:i.nating. You 
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see how gruesanel.y htman beings are destroyed by pain, when 

they have addoo tennent of losing their hllllalli.ty first, so 

that this death is a total defeat. n ( p. 386) 

But this is not the case of people with powerful ima-

gination, like Herzog: 

\fuy not say rather that people of powerful imagination 
given to dreaming deeply a.M. to raising up marvelous 
aM. sel!-eutf'icient fictions, turn to suffering saretimes 
to cut into their bliss, as people pinch themselves to 
feel awake. 1 know that my suffering, it I may speak 
of it, has often been like that, a more extended form 
of life, a striving for tr~ wakefulness and an anti
dote to illusion •.• ( p. 386) 

But Herzog agrees ld.th Nietzsche on BCille points, especially 

about pain: " I also know JOU think that deep pain is 

ermobling, pain which burns slow, like green wocxi, and tMre 

you have me with you, sanewhat. But for this higher 

education survival is necessary. You must outlive the pain." 

(pp • .388-89) 

Herzog is confident about it, for he himself has out

lived the most shattering experience of his life. As is 

evidE!'lt nO'w, he believes in life and feels there is scrne-

thing more than what is visible, what is obvious to our 

senses: 

The necessary prend.se is that a man is sanehow 
more than his 11characteristics11 , all the emotions, 
striviogs, tastes, and constructions which it pleases 



him to call "My Life". 'lie have ground to hope 
that a life is ec:mething more than such a 
clrud of particles, mere facti city. Go through 
what is canprehensible and you conclude that 
onl3 the incanprehen sible gives acy light. ( p. .325) 

What he must do is that, he mu&t put an end to his 

Quixotic behaviour. But was he another Quixote? Her zc:g him-

self has doubts: 

A Quixote imitates great models. wbat mcxiel s did 
he imitate? A Quixote was a Christian and Moses 
E. Herzog was no Christian. 'I'his was the post
Quixotic, post-Copernican u.s.A. I lilere a mind 
freely pal. sed in space might discover relation
ships utterly tmsuspected by a seventeenth century 
man sealed in his snail universe. There lay 
his twentieth century ~vantage. Only ••. in nine
tenths of his existence he was exactly what 
others were before him. ( p • .349) 

Quixote or not, he decides to end, to put a full stop 

to his insane activities: 

He decided that this foolishness must stop, or 
things would go even worse ••• No, weakness, or 
sickness, with which he h~ copped a plea all 
his life (alternatively with arrq;ance), his 
method of preserving equi.libriun - the Herzog 
gyroscope - had no further utility. He seEJned 
to have cone to the em of that. ( p. 34 7) 

The decision is almost l'8Dlned into Herzog, for it canes 

after a fatal accident re has with a truck, while taking 

out his daughter June to a museun. 

Herzog also decides that it is foolish to look for ful-

fillment in interpersonal relationships. The innumerable a!fsirs, 
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tre countless nWii:>er of woman who came into his life and 

left like a shadow, bear testimoey to this: "But atleast 

one thing became clear. To look for fulfillment in another, 

in interpersonal relationships, was a feminine game. And the 

man who shq:>s fran woman to 'WOman , though his heart aches 

with idealism, with the desire for pure love, has entered 

the female realm." (p. 2.33) 

Herzog no more searches for his evasive past. Not bec

ause he wants to nt-.gate it, but because, he wants his 

present to be canpli ~nerJtilTY to it. After dreadful adventures, 

a voyage into the realm of insanity and back, an arduous 

struggle with the reality filled with "Reality-instructors", 

who "wants to teach you - to punish you 'With - the lesson 

of the Real." ( p. 157) 

Herzog urrlerstarrls that what he was searching !or was 

not the past per se, but the quintessential spirit of' the 

past, that len:l rainbow colours to his existence once. 

Herzog's innunerous affairs has an intimate relation ldth 

his obsession with t~ past. In every wanan, who canes into 

his life, he is searching, trying, to re-live those days, 

submerged into his subconscious mind. Every wanan for him 

is an uncut stone on which he could sculpture his past. 

But unfortunately with one stroke of his hamner the stcne 

breaks intc c. thousand pieces. 
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In Herzog's syst6Il of tte temporal \10rld, man-woman re

lationship occupies a para:nrunt place, not only becauE=e 

coitus signifies the unconsciowl hunan urce for the ultimate 

union 'With the unknolin .-death, or perhaps Wliverse or 

God - but also because, he believes it to be a thorough

fare to the past. 

Procreation may be the ultimate aim of all man-woman 

relationships, but certainly it is not the eole arbitrator 

of this canplex, mysterious, awe-inspiring relationship. An::l 

it is this factor alone that elevates man to a pedestal 

above the quadrupeds. An::l unfortunately it is this factor 

alone that leads to mending nightmares of marriage corrid,, • 

Herzog finds no marital bliss. Bliss, of course, is a 

subjective reaction to a specific situation. One man's flesh 

is another man's poisCil. Ani for Herzog, this is buried in 

the deep layers of the past. He enters into a series of 

relationships, gets di~sted an:i at last realises that b:'..iss 

is not to be fo\m:i in interpersonal rel8tionships. 

Daisy, his first wife,enshrouied in Herzog's subconscious 

mini and often returning in his atrophied memories, if not 

a paradigm of virtue, is inieed a study in contrast to 

Madeleine. Herzcg has no reason to divorce mr, but b.is 

vauntin{: ambition to make life more colrurful. As Saul Bellow 
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puts it, Herzog hc:s not only a talent for polemics but "in 

marrying Madeleine, he showed a taste and talent also for 

danger ani extension, for hetercxio.xy, for ordeals, a fatal 

attraction to the city of destruction." ( p. 13 ) 

Daisy is a sjmple country girl, who loved her family 

and found ecstacy in the normal dull routine cf life. Not 

being anbitious, she had no qualms about the higher 

abstractions of life. Her cosmos is boun:le:i by the four walls 

of her bane. 

She never questions Herzog - for she believes that he 

is omniscient, as all husbands are. She is content to stand 

by him and wait: "Of course a ·wife's duty was to stand by 

this puzzling a.rrl o.rt.en disagreeable Herzog. She did so vlith 

heavy neutrality, recording her objection each time - once but 

no more. The rest was silence ••• " ( p. 1.58) 

Herzog's manories about Daisy are not strained by the 

erotic, for her strength is not her curves or bur;t, but it is 

"stability, syumetry, order, containm~t". ( p. 1.58) She could 

be sunme:i u;) in Herzog's wrds itself: "Sad, clear-eyed, 

mostly mute 1 resistant. But a wife." ( p. 1 tD) 

In a world of infidels, fidelity stinks. It becanes a 

woum, ltrl.ch bleeds profusely. Take Phoebe Gerabach, wife 

of Valentine Gcrsbac..lJ, Herzog's intimate friend turned his 
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wife Madc1:?i:'1e 1 :: lover. Sle knows that her husband is 

hooked by Made:£i:Je 1 ~ chann. But she has no escape. A no 

exit situation. For, she has "only one business in life, 

one aim, to keep her husband and prot.ect her child. "(p. 76) 

It is a vegetable life that she lect.i s. It is a case 

of her c: oJ, dyine younc. ~he is conia:med to be a slave, 

for in a 11orld of might, the meek has no place. Existence 

becanes not a rie;ht, but a privilege. A concession, a gift 

of t~ pcn-;erful. And Phoebe knew that she was weak: " I 

was seeing a psychiatrist and he a::lvised me to keep away 

fran you, most of all fran you and all your trouble. He 

said I was not strong enoU[;h, and you knoH, it is true 

- I am not strone enoueh ." ( p. .320) 

Phoebe accepts her role of an unfortunate, neurotic 

middle-class woman~ without even a whimper. 11She acknowled

ged the creative depth of modern degeneracy, all the luxu

riant vices of emancipated swingers, and thus accepted her 

situation as a poo,~, neurotic, dry, unfortunate, mu:i-stuck, 

middle class wauan.'' ( p • .322) All that Phoebe ca."1 do is 

to cling on to V;:1lentine an::i suffer in silence. Her 

husba.n:i' s adultery meant nothing to her. For, "se.xlessness 

was her strength; she wielde:i the authority of the superego. 11 

( p • .322) 



Perhaps, the sane sterile predicament helps her to 

overcane the bitter reality: 

Anyway to her, having Madeleine 1 s body could never 
seE!Il a big deal. She mi,cht have pitied Herzog's 
stupid ec~ he adednP-ss his cltDD.sy W<J3 of putting 
his troubles into high-minde:l categcries or simply 
his suffering. But she probably had only enough 
feeling for the conduct of her Ololl life, and no 
more. ( p. 7 6) 

Phoebe's existence, like Herzog, is tethered to her 

agony. W'lat happens if this bom breaks? \-/ill she be an 

orphan, da:lioo even the right to suffer? She has no stre-

llb~h to find an answer. For, she knows, ''With Gersbach, she 

could still be a wife. She cooked, ironed, signe:l checks. 

i'l:i.thout him, she could not exist, cook, make beds. The 

trance Would break. ThEm ltlat? 11 ( p. 323) 

Herzog and ;·heobe are almost two sides of a same 

coin, in t:1eir re::pecti ve cravings for their belov~s. But 

there is an essential difference. Phoebe ha:: no courage to 

fim out, 'what happens if her ties with Valentine are 

broken. So she continues the vegetable existence. But, an 

answer is forced in Herzog's case. haJelc ine thrOloJ s him 

out, and he has to live. And so he sur..-ives. He overcanes. 

Happiness is such an elusive thing. El Dorado may be at 

your door steps. Yet, to take that crucial step forward you 

hesitate. You have nagging doubts or filial attacllnEilt to 
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torturing sorrow, or mortal fear of your impotency to shoulder 

the perennial bliss. 

Sensuous, affectionate, terrler and understarrliq;, Sonu 

Oguki, from the lan::i of the rising sun, was Herzog 1 s 

perfect a..11our. He himself admits that, "to tell the truth, 

I never had it eo good.. • but I lacked the strength of 

character to bear such joy." ( p. 210) Sonu Oguki 1 s love 

for Herzog remains a mystery. For, devoid of mati.ves, it 

rests on a plane, rarefiErl and noble. Everyone had an axe 

to grind, save her. What did she find so irresistible in 

a man, past his prime, dwelling in the twilight zones of 

sanity? What was this source of uxorial admiration, that 

makes her rate him "higher than ld~s and PresidEilts". 

( p. 213). 

All deep relationships are beyorx:l the point of logic. 

In the realm of sentiments and sent i ent s , reason loses 

moorings. An:i so let it be ldth Sonu Ocuki. Sle has no 

dEmands. She has no complaints. For, ehe never expects 

anything fran Herzog, save his presence. 11She asked only 

that 1 should be '1-rl. th her from time to time. II ( P• 215) 

But Herzog, destined to suffer cannot tolerate the good, 

the soft, the tranquil for long: 11Sane people are at war 

with the best things of life and pervert them into fanta

sies and dreams." ( p. 215) The call of pain bids him. 
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No force can stop the fatal progress tOl-Jards the forbidden 

fruit. He must leave Sonu Oguki, her warmth, her salt bath 

and her Yiddish French, only to regret later, "Other men 

have forsaken the west, looking for just this. It was 

delivered to me in New York city. n ( p. 215) 

Perhaps Sonu Oguld 1 s love, affection and sex, are still 

far away fran the ecstacies of Herzog's childhood. How can 

one stop, for an oasis, when one is on the wa:y to utopia? 

This can be the only reason for Herzog to 1 eave Sorru 

Oguki. 

Ruthlessness is canplimootary to ambition. Blind to 

sentiments, it marches ahead, stamping to pulp, love, affec-

tion, kin:iness - weaknesses that can jeOpardise yrur tryst 

with destiny. Madeleine Pointritter, caricatures the modem 

wanan determinErl to bailbard the phallocmtric '"orld. Herzog 

is a mere tool, a means to an end. .And his daughter - an 

occupational hazard, perhaps. Herzog knows this, and he 

himself admits: 

I understooJ that Hadeleine 1 s ambition was to 
take my place in the learned world. To overcane 
me. She was reaching her final elevation, as 
queen of the intellectuals, the castiron blue 
stoc.td.ngs. Ani your friend Herz~ l'.Tithing un:ier 
this sharp elegant heel. ( p. 98) 
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Again with a punc.~ of self"'1>ity, Herzog says: 1'Madel~:lne 

by the way, lured me out of the leame::i world, got in 

herself, slcrnmed the door an1 is still in there, gossipping 

about. me." ( p. 98 ) 

But Herzog, the intellectual, the historian, can do 

nothing. i:Jo wonder, at times he loathes himself. Mocks at 

high-brow :1argon and gobble:legook Perhaps, 

relinquished this world of insanity for tre 

he would have 

bliss of love: 

liThe world should love lovers; but not theoreticians. Never 

theoreticians! Show them the door. Ladies, throw out these 

glOOI!zy' bastards! Hence, loathed melancholy! In dark Cimmerian 

desert ever dwell." ( p. 211 ) • 

But Herzog is in love with .Hadeleine, and desperately 

nee:ls her. Dr. E:ivig the psychiatrist, sums up this hysteric 

affection as "depressivet3 ten:ied to form frantic dependen

cies and to become h::sterical when cut off, when threatened 

with loss." ( P• 70 ) Sarxior Himmelstein, his frien::i and 

lawyer mocks, "every man is a sucker for sonx:l type of broad." 

( p. 102) Zeroing in on Herzog, he blatantly says, "Because 

you are a high-brovz arx:l married a high-bro•; brood. Same

lbere in every intellectual is a dumb prick." ( P• 103) 

Sex for Madeleine has no ECotional dimension. A.rxi she 

never believes in mixing tl~se up. It is a physical need. 
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Perhaps, a man for her is ally an extension of vibrator. 

Best disposed off after use: "She wanted him there at 

nieht. She would even, half lii.th rancor, take his hand and 

put it on her breast as they were falling asleep. But in 

the morning, she would have liked him to disappear! 11{p.140) 

Night for physical copulation an:l. day for intellectual mastur

bation. The new female generation. 

The degeneration of sex into a mechanical act is obvious 

when Herzog experiences her indifference to it: "i·/e had 

intercourse the night before. But as soon as it l-Ias dcne, 

she turned on the light, picked up a1e of these dusty Rus

sian folios, put it on her chest, and started. to read away. 

Not a kiss, not a last touch. 11 ( P• 78) 

The coenisance of her sexual magnetisn, coupled \ilth 

fanatical obsession for success, turns her psyche into a 

£;un powder keg. Unable to balance the tremendous forces at 

work, at times she is caught in the '>':hirpool cf insanity. 

Herzoe warns her about it. But Eadeleine with her 

sharp intellect has already adjusted to live w:L th it: "She 

said it was not exactly news to her that she was abnor

mal. In fact, she took the whole thing calmly. 'Arrywa:y, it 

will never be boring', was l<bat she said." (p. 74) 
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Jonathan Wilson is right in sayiDg., "1•1adeleine, as well 

as being a great bitch, is also the great architect of 

chaos in Herzog's life. She bounces checks, refuses to clean 

up the house and betrays Herzog with his best friend, 

Valentine Gersbach. Irresponsible and extravagant, she is 

everything that dull Daisy was not. 11 
4 

Madeleine, unabashedly usurps all that is valuable in 

Herzog's life - Hie fame, child, his house and his mcney. 

Mocks at his memories and spits at hi.s dreams an:i leaves 

him almost an orphan. She destroys him completely. Or she 

thinks so and moves in with Gersbach, her new paradigm of 

success. But she is lfrQ'lg. 

Herzog survivee. He outgro,·:s his depression and exorcises 

Cllce ani forever Madeleine from his system: 

His servituie was ended and his heart released 
f'ra:t its grisly heaviness an:i encrust. at ion. Her 
(Hadeleine 1 s) absence, no more than her presence 
itself, was simply sweetness and lightness of 
spirit ••• it was a delicious joy to have rer 
removed fran his flesh, like sanethinc that ha:i 
stabbed his shoulders, his groins, made ms 
arms an.:i his reck laJne and cumbersane. ( p. 381) 

In his ecstacy over his victory., he "Writes to his 

psychiatrist: 11Ey dear sage arrl imbecilic E:ivig. It ma:-' be 

that the remission o.f pain is no small part of humar, happi-

ness. In its primordial and stupider levels., wher12 now and 

then a closed velva opens again ••• " ( p. 381) 
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One questioo that haunts the reader is that had not 

Madeleine t:ttr0\'1%1 him out, would that relatimship have 

survived? It is iDevitable that the rel3tionnhip should break 

up. For, as I stated earlier, Herzog is certainly not 

after conjugal bliss, but after his past. Every relationship 

is an attempt at brooking the Lethe. And every attempt is 

a miserable failure. 

Ramona, according to Rooert R. Outten, is the earth 

gcxidess (she rms a floral shop), who is more than ldlling 

to salve all of Herzoc' s wounds, to reassure him of hi. s 

intelligence and masculinity, his virility and value. 5 

hadeleine has syst.6IlB.tically destroyed Herzog. Sex for Herzog 

is not a mere physical indulgence. It renectsi fertility, 

virility and grcMth. 11But his sexual powers had been damaged 

by Hadeleine" ( p. 22) which is restored step by step by 

Ramona. 

Ramona is his lover, nurse, mother, all rolled into 

one. Reflecting back, Herzog often thinks of Ramona and 

feels 1'that perhaps it had been simply a question of right 

wanan, all along." ( p. 24) Ramona understands Herzog. 

Madeleine is not an easy adversary. But Ramona, only RamCila 

can challenge her in evecy field. Like hadeleine, she too 

is voluptuous, ad~t in the game of sex an:i has sharp 

intelligence, but unlike her, was not ambitious. 
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\fuat Ramona wants is a stable life - A family, a 

man, who can be trusted. Herzog is aware of this: 

Ranona h.:ri not learned those erotic mCl'lkey shines 
in a manual, but in adventure, in ccnfusion, and 
at times probably with a sinking heart, in brutal 
and alien aabraces. She now must yearn for 
stability. She wanted to give her heart or:ce and 
for all, and level with a good, becanc Ecrzog' s 
wife arrl quit being an easy lay. ( p. ;.__-rt ) 

Herzog reciprocates her feeliq;s, though he often avoids 

her frank overtures, fearing that it may undemine his 

freedan. But he genuinely wants her. The only problem being 

that he was still ha\.Ulted by the rotten cadaver of Madele-

ine. He wants to be purged off that and wants to start 

life on a clean slate: 

Ramona truly was a desirable wife. She was under
standing. Educated, well situated in l\ew York. Money. 
And sexually a natural masterpiece. tVhat breasts! 
Lovely anple shoulders. The belly deep. Legs 
brief arrl a little bowe:i but for that very 
reason especially attactive. It was all there. 
Only he was not throug!1 with love an:i hate 
else11here. Herzog had unfinished business. ( p.86) 

But "Ramona transfonne:l his wishes into sexual excite-

ment and to give credit where it was due, turned his 

grief in a useful direction." ( p. 195) And ~en Loses 

confessef:: to her about his sexual failure, RP..mona is asto-

nished a.'1d says that no woman can find fault with .Hoses. 

He tells her that he 11\"laS often a flat failure Hith Made-

leine. It might be the release of his angry feeling against 
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Hady that improved his perfonnance". At this RCI!lona looked 

severe. 'I don't know - it might be me - have you consi-

dered that?', she said." ( p. 195) 

Herzog is not merely on the look out for carnal 

pleasures. But carnal pleasures that leads to revival of 

spirit. The resurrection from death. And th; s is where 

Ramona's role becanes crucial: 

She, Ramona, wanted to add riches to his life and 
give him what he pursued in the l'lrong places. 
This she could do by the art of love. She said 
- the art of love which was one of the sublime 
achievements of the spirit. It was love she meant 
by riches. What he had to learn fran her -
while there was time; while he was still virile, 
his po,.~ers substantially intact - was how to 
renew the spirit through the fiesh ( a precious 
vessel in whic!1 the ~virit rested). Ramona, bless 
her! ( p. 228 ) 

Unlike Madeleine, for Ramma, sex is not a mechanical act. 

It is tre sublime acbievement of the spirit. Sex for her 

is means to an end - reward of the spirit through flesh. 

But is Herzog able to transcend time and reac.l-} his 

childhood innocmce, through Ramona? No! l3ut sorr.ething spec-

tacular happens! Ramona preaches into his ears, the ultimate 

truth behind temporal bliss. The enlightenroont that he recei-

ves, the wis.:iom that is churned out of agony and suffering, 

and is preached into him, that his past is beautiful 

because he derived his strength fran his simple desires, 



in his childhood. This is \ihat Ramona teaches him: 11But as 

one recovers self-calfidence Cl'le learns the simple strength 

of simple desires. 11 { p. 188) 

To realise this truth, Herzog frees 11 fe fran the time 

scale that stretches fran infinity to infinity. And once 

time is obliterated, past, present, am future, becanes an 

amalgamation of memories and hcpes an:i actions. This is 

chaos. Beyond the limited co~rehension of the mortal. But 

out of this frenzy, Herzog comprehends the truth, the 

essence, the wisdan and return~ to the transient spell, 

balkanised into past, present and future - the life. But 

'Why? As he wrote to his deoo mother: 

but 

you 

mean 

The life yru gave me has bem curious and 
perhaps the death I must inherit v.UJ. turn out 
to be even more profoun:ily curious. I have 
sa11etirnes widled it would hurry up, loneed for 
it to cane soon. But I an: still on the 
same side of the e:terni ty as ever. It 1 s 
just as well, for I have certain things stiD 
to do. ( P• 397) 

He decides to ~~end the rest of his life, not secluded" 

among the ccmnon people. It is not in seclusion that 

find the real 1 ife, but out there :ill the riOrld. "I 

to share with other human beings as far as possible 

and not destroy my remainill€ years in the saJne way. Herzog 

felt a deep, dizzy eagerness to beein." ( p. 392) 
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by other beings and their allployment by us. Without this 

true anployment, you never dread death, you cultivate it. 

And ccnsciousnesr. when it doe en •t clearly un:.:erstand what 

to 11 ve far, what to die for, can only abuse and ridicule 

itself." ( p. 333) This Herzog understands. The truth which 

he practised 'vithout. preaching, without being aware, \'shile 

he was young. The truth that made his life meaningful. 

To this end his life is devoted now. 

And then he is totally free. Free fran tho'Uf:hts, free 

fran nag£ing memories am liberated fran Madeleine: 

He was su~rised to feel such content~rent. ••• content
ment? \o.han was he kidding? This was joy! For perhaps 
the first time re felt what it was to be free 
from Madeleine. Joy! ( P• 381) 

He no t1ore 'Wants to be sanething else. He is satisfied 

to be himself. No more chasinc miraees. No more dream 

castles. ~o more canpromise with the self to suit too 

outside world's tantrun: 

w'hy must I be such a tr.rob-hearted character •.. 
But I aru, I am, and you con' t teach old dogs. 
Hyself is thus ani so, and so 'Will continue 
thus and so. And 'Wft>r fight it? Hy balance ca:1es 
from instability. Not organisation, or couro.ge, 
as with other people.. It is tough, but that's 
how it is ••• Perhaps, too only way I am able 
to do it. ( p. 102) 
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Jonathan Wilson states that, 

Herzog's goal is a kind of transcel'liental peace, 
an inner and outer quietness: he yearns to still 
the babble of tongues inside him, to rid his mind 
of clutter and to exorcise the ghosts of his 
disastrous man-io.ge. If doing so takes him by way 
of nineteenth - and twentieth century German exist
ential theories that he must pon:ier ove1· and d~s
credit before he can dismiss, tren so be it. b 

Tony Tanner sums up Herzog as '!Joyous sanity growing 

out of remot.e exhaustion ••. a change of heart, a turning to 

the sun. Not resignatim but a profourxi 1 let be1 
, accanpa-

nied peace ani a prayer of praise such as can only be 

uttered from the other side af sufferi~. "7 

At the end of th:: novel, Herzog is back in his country 

house in Ludeyville, which accord:i.Qg to Jmathan WUscn is "a 

parodic romantic retreat, a Yec-;tsian to~r, that Herzog 

ironically calls 
8 

11Herzor's folly". Alone in his garden, 

ilerzog discovers that nt this time, he has "no messages 

for anyone. Nothing. Not a single word." ( p. 416) 

The exorcism is over. 
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Chapter IV 

Poot-Herzog Novels 



Pre-script 

This chapter is devoted to the novels that Saul 

BellO\ot has liritten after Herzog. After Herzog, Saul BellOl~ 

has rrltten six novels. The conetraint <- of time ani scq>e 

of an M.Phil dissertation forces me to limit this stl.rly to 

just three novels. The Bellarosa Connection which appeared 

in 1989, A Theft, which was published in 1988 and ~ 

Die of Heartbreak published in 1987 are excllrled. The three 

novels taken for discussion are Mr. Sammler' s Planet, his 

most controversial work, that left even his moat ardent 

critic and admirer John J. Clayton agitated, Humboldt• s Gift, 

which aJmost reads like the continuation of Her?~og, and 

The Dean's Decanber, the least successful of all Bellov1 1 s 

novels. 

Almost. all the questions that we discussed in the 

earlier c..l-}apters are discussed here also. Sane critics be-

lieve that post.-Herzog BellOi: heroes are different fran 

the earlier ones. Since heroes are an integral part of the 

novel, they cannot afford to be differmt, without it 



effecting the whole structure of the work. \\hen the stru-

cture of the work is affected, it naturally changes the 

novel. This question will be thoroughly looked into. If 

the post-Herzog novels are different, how'? .A1Xi if not, 

what is the philosophical outlook that underlies all 

BellO'W' e woiks? This chapter will be an attempt to answer 

these questions. 

Mr. Samler' z Planet 0! Sensualists witbout Heart 

Mr. S<mml('r's Planet is considered to be outside the 

usual Bellovian pale. Hany critics have felt that it is 

radically different .from aU his previous works. Jonathan 

Wilson has quoted Nalcol.m Br8dbury as having said that 

Mr. Saroml~r• s Planet is "a work of social in:iignation, a 

1 
rEdical revolt against the radical revolt of 1968. 11 

Jonathan Wilson writes further: "Sane critics, especially 

those l:ho had devoted articles or books to explainine or 

articulating Bellow as 'life-af.i'irmine' writer, felt almost 

betrayed by Artur Sammler' s book-length harangue against 

radical st u:lents, libidinous young women, and member5 of 

2 
the black underclass." 

John J. Clayton in his book, Saul Bellow: In Defense 

of Man concludes: 1'1 hope... that Bello.-.' returns to tht; 

planet he used to share with us". But he had actually 
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planned to end it as "it is his Sj'lllpathy with ••• manifold 

humanity, the apprehension of the mystery :inherent in living 

hunan beings - a mystery which signifies their value;.. for 

which we read Saul Bello-1 11 • 3 

Daniel Fuchs writes after examining the manuscri-

pts of Mr. Sammler' s Planet that, 

Bellm1 never gave a thought to compranise in 
writing. Indeed, they sho\-J that his :inspiration 
came fran what he unswervingly considered the 
madness of tile manent. . . f.urely there was no 
failure of nerve here, as sane alleged, but a 
demonstration of courage that came short of 
clairvoyance. 4 

Mr. Daniel Fuchs says that in an interview given to 

James Howard of Life, Bellow has asserted about }l.u-.Sammler' a 

Planet that, 

I had a high degree of excitanent in writing it 
an:l finished it :in record time. It is my first 
thoroughly non-apologetic venture into ideas. In 
Herzog and Herrlersan the Rain King I was kidding 
my way to Jesus, but here I am baring myself 
nakedly. 5 

But later Bellow reverses this assesSIOOnt "coming to think 

of SaniiiJ.er as a novel · excesdvely argued. Far from baring 

himself naked, he came to think that the novel t;as not 

6 
personal enough." 

Jonathan vlilson also quotes )iax Schulz who feels that 

•tthe impoverished view of man (that) Bellow gives us in 
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Mr. Samlnler' s Planet 11 seans to upset either "a real 

shifting of philosophical ground 11 on Bellow • s part or a 

"fictionally indigested reaction to the frustration of mid-

twentieth 7 century existence. 11 

Hr. S~r:ler, many critics feel was nothing more than 

a mouthpiece far Saul Bellcn-1, especially when Sammler 

champions order, sexual conservation, public restraint and 

self-control. This is because Saul Bellow• s reaction to the 

upheavals of the late 1960s are well koown. Ben Siegel 

has pointa:i out that 'While novelists do necessarily share 

their hero's views, Artur Sammler' s reactions to people ani 

events are tctally consistent with those expressed by Saul 

Bellow in essay, lecture ani interview. 

But to re1uce the novel Mr. SazmnlP.r 1 s Planet as a 

virulent campaign against the late 1900 1 s upheaval would 

be a gross injustice. One would certainly agree with 

J onathar. Hilsc.n, when he \-:rites that, 

Bellow the novelist, •• is governEd by creative 
impulses that do not always square with the 
presentation of a one-sided view of things -
Whatever that side may be. And, while Sammler' s 
pontifications lend t.OO novel its reactionary 
air, Bellow's fictional methodology ensures that 
Sammler will turn out to be as tl-:ista:i a spd<es
man for "order" as was Augie l·~arch for "freedan11 .8 

Di sni ssing loir. sammler' s haraneue' s against the world 

in which he lives as the S\.l>erficial outburst of senility, 
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we find that Mr. Samnler like other Bellovian heroes, is 

caught in the whirlpool of existence, unable to identify 

the reasons, nor its meaning, but canpelled an unknown 

force to live. Once we understand this septuagenarian, 

plagued by the chaos or modern civilisation, we realise, that 

the man is too message, the message too man. 

Hr. Sammler is not just another old man, finiing it 

difficult to cw::ljust to the grO'rrl.ng anarchy of a world, 

slowly being devoid of sentiments and humanness He is a 

man who has experienced the agades and ecstacies of life. 

He has seen t~ most brutal face of civilisation. He has 

also witnessed the glory of civilisaticn. 

He has knonn London in pre-war days, and had civili-

sed existence with acqa:intances like H .G .\'Jells. But, he has 

also 'rlitnessoo Auschv.1tz, where his wi. fe was murdered, and 

he climbed out of a mass grave ore eye lost to a Nazi 

rifle butt. He has escaped frcm the anti-sanites of Poland: 

~;'hen Antonia was murdered. vJhen he himself unierwent 
murder beside her. \'Jhen he and sixty or twenty 
others, all stripped naked arrl having dug their 
Ol-1!1 grave, were fired upon arrl fell in. Bodies 
upon his o;;n body a1 suing. His dead ld.fe sane where 
nearby. struggling out much later fran the weight of 
corpses, crawling out of too lose soil ••• (p. 92) 

Mr. Samnler has even canmitted murder. Cold blooded mur-

der, when J-.is victim implored ld.th him. to spare his life, 
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He made him ning away his carbine .•• Samml.er 
ordered t~ man to take off his coat. Then the 
tllilic. The sweater, the boots ••• He asked for 
his life. Red-hel:de:i, a big chin bronze-stubbled, 
he was scarcely breath1ng. He was white. Violet 
under the eyes. Sammle:.~ saw the soil already 
sprinkled on his face. He saw the grave on his 
skin. The grime of the lip, the large creases 
of skin descending fran his nose alreltiy lined 
with di:rt - that man to Samnler was already 
undergrouni. He was no longer dressed for 
life. He was marked, lost. Had to go. Was gore. 
11Doo 1t kill me. Take tre things." Sammler did 
not ans;Jer, but stocd rut of reach. "1 have 
children. 11 Sarnmler pulled the trigger. The body 
then lay in the snow. A secald shot went 
through the head and shattered it. Bone burst. 
Matter fiel'l out. { pp. 138-39) 

No wonder, Samull.er says, "the best an:i purest hunan 

beings, fran the beginning of time, have understood that 

life is sacred." ( p. 18) Then why did he kill? To preserve 

1 his 1 sacred life. And because life is sacred, Sammler conti-

nues to exist, even when the outside world suffocates him. On 

the one harrl, l:r. &arr~.~er 'tlants to live, on the other hand 

he is pa1ned over the triviality of life. "Did one have a 

right to expectations, being like those bubbles in the 

fl.e1sk? 11 { p. 89) Hr. Sam;.~er asks desperately. This ambivalence 

is the perermial problen of all Bellml 1 s characters. Sammler 

points out that 1 human beings suffered the hun.iliation of 

inconsequence, of confused styles, of a long life containing 

several lifes. 11 ( p. ~6) 

Sammler mocks human beings, often remembering the quota-

tion cf Hax ;·;eber which he has learned by heart,"Specialists 
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without spirit, sensualists without heart, this nullity 

imag~s that it has attroned ~ level of civilisation never 

before achieved. 11 ( P• )4) Samrrtler ridicules every institu-

tion of civilised It 
ma..'1. Danocracy for him was mere propaga-

nda. Fran government, propaganda enteroo every aspect of 

life." ( p. 87) He ridicules revolutioo: 

There were no revolution that he could remember which 
had not been made for justice, freErlan and pure good
ness. Their last state was all-lays nihilistic than 
the first. ( p. 76) 

An::i he has conte:npt for Ke\·i York, t~ city where he 

lives. 1Creat cities are whores. Doesn't everyone know? 

Babylon was a whore ••• Pencillin keeps New York loold.ng 

cleaner. No faces gnawed by syphilis, with gaping noseholes 

as in andent times." ( p. 163) 

Am of the times in which he lives, Mr. Sammler says, 

The dark satanic mi.Hs changing into li~ht satanic 
mills. The reprobates converted into children of 
joy, the sexual ways of seraelio and the Congo 
bush adopte:i by the anancipated masses of New 
YorL, Amsterdam, Lorrlon ••• He saw the increasing 
triunph of Enlightenment - Liberty, Fraternity, 
Equality, Adultery •.• the pr.:. vileges of aristocracy 
(without any duties) spread wide, danocratised, efr 
pecially t~ libid:inal privileges, the right to be 
uninhlbite::i, spontaneoos, urinating, defecating, 
belching, coupling in all positions, tripling ••• 
car.bing too leisure and luxurious inventiveness 
of Versailles with the hibiscus covered erotic 
ease of Samoa. Dark ranantici Sil now took over. 
( pp. 32-33) 

Hr. Samnler feels that lack of a spiritual life is 
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leading humanity to disaster: 

The middle class having failed to create a spiri
tual life of its own, investing everything in 
m:1 tcrial expansion, faced disaster. Also, the l«>rld 
becoming disenchanted, the spirits, and demons expel-
100. from the air were no"' taken inside. Reason had 
swept and garnishOO. the house, but the last 
state might be wrse than the first. ( p. 145) 

As the e.Aternal world increases its pressure, Mr. Sam-

mler feels that it :is time to leave this planet altogether. 

Perr..aps, man neOO.s another planet, i'rC'X>t which he can begin 

fran the very beeirming ••. " A time to gather stones to-

gether, a t:ime to cast away stones. Considering tre earth 

it self not as a stone cast, but as sanething to cast one-

self from - to be divested of. To blow this great blue, 

white, green planet, or to be blown fran it." ( p. 51 ) 

But as the· external world is chaotic, so is the 

hr. 5~tller 1 s internal one. Obsessed with thoughts of death 

he .Y..nows that his generation is fast dis2.ppearing. Onl;y a 

few are left. Ani they too me.:,' leave, at any time, any 

moment. "His late wife. The l'lidow's late aunt. \+4lerever you 

looked, or trle:l. to look, there were tbe late. It took 

sane getting used to." ( p. 8 ) Mr. 5anualer, perhaps, sees 

hi~: own future whm he says, 11Hunankind could not erxiure 

futurelessness. As of now, death was the sole visible future." 

( P• ,.15) 
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Every encounter with death, brings back to Sammler 

the manories of tre murder that he camri.ttErl. He has no 

escape fran that guilt." A sudden escape of red fluid, an::i 

the man was gone. With all his wiD, purpose, virtues, his 

good record.. • his love and despair over son and daughter. 

When his life - or this life, that life, the other life -

was gone, taken away, there would rEmain for Sammler, 

while he lasted, that bad literalness, the yellow light of 

Polish sumner heat ••. 11 ( p. 92) 

Nor c:ould he escape fran the bitter manories of 

AuschHitz: 

In contraction fran life, when naked, he already 
felt himself dead. But sanehow he hC}:l failed, 
unlike the others, to be connected. Comparing the 
event, as mentally he sanet:imes did, to a telephone 
circuit: death had not picked up the receiver to 
answer his ring. ( p. 1.38) 

Thoughts of death often leads to Go:i. For, the mystery 

of death and the craving for an after life, inevitably ends 

man wit~ the notion of a Supreme Being: 

Is God only the gossip of the living? Then we 
watch these living speed like birds over the 
surface of a water, and one will dive or plunge 
but not cane up again ani never be seen any more. 
And in our turn we rJill never be seen again, 
once gone through that surface. But then we have 
no proof that there is no depth under the sur
face. We cannot even say that em- knowlooge of death 
is shallow. There is no knowledge. ( P• 236) 
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His obsession with death increases as days pass by. It 

comee to s. climax, 'When he ide1tifies with the dead. Wat-

ching the fieht between Feffer ani the pick-pocket, Hr. 

Sammler feels that he was powerless: 

To be so powerless was death. And suddenly he 
saw hi.'tlself not so much standing as strangely 
leanin[;, as reclining, and peculiarly in people, 
and as a past person. That was not himself. 
It was SC>I'OOone - and this struck him - poor 
in spirit. Saneone between the hwnan and not
hunan states, between content and emptiness, be
tween full and void, meaning and not-meaning, 
between this world and no world. ( p. 290) 

Caught between a gruesome existence and a mysterious 

death, Sammler craves for deeper un.:ierstanding of existence. 

Only through true freedom, liberation, man will be able to 

escape fran this unreality to the reality: 

Things met within this world are tied to forms of 
of our perception in space and time and to the 
forms of our thinking. We see whnt is before us, 
the present, the objective. Eternal being makes 
its tenparal appearance in this way. The only way 
out of captivity in the forms, cut of coofinement 
in the prisoo of projections, the only cootact with 
the eternal, is through freed an. { p. 57) 

Hr. Sammler in his quest fi.:}arches fer the reality 

even in Hindu philosophies: 

I learned that only ideas are not overpowered 
by will - the cosmic force, tre will, which 
drives all things. A blinding p~ser. The imler 
creature fury of the world. What we see are mly 
its manifestations. Like Hindu philosophy - Kaya, 
the veil of appearances that hangs over all hunan 
experience. ( p. 209) 
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Kr. Smun.ler is horrified at the fate of human existence. 

What is existence? What is death? illzy this life? He doesn't 

know but he tries to give a ratiooal explanation: 

You have been su:mnoned to be. Sunmoned 
out of matter. Therefore here you are. And though 
the vast over-all ddsign may be of the deepest 
interest, whether originating in a God or in 
an indeterminate source which should have a di
fferent name, you yourself, a finite, are obliged 
to wait, painfully, anxiously, heartaehingly in this 
yellow despair. And why? But you must. ( p. 90) 

But then more than this, a more horrifying prospect: 

The earth was a grave: our life was lent to it 
by its elaoont s and had to be ret urne:i: a time 
came when the simple elements seemed to long 
for release fran the eanplieated fonne of life, 
whm every element of every cell said, "Enough". 
The planet was our nother and our burial 
ground. ( p. t82) 

Jl.r. Sammler tells Govinda Lal, the Indian scientist 

that roost forms of personal existence sesn to be disCredita:i 

and that there is a peculiar longing for 11non-being". ll.r. 

Sammler feels that people want to visit all other states of 

being in a diffused state of consciou&Jes~, not wishing to be 

any given thing, but instead to becane comprehensive, entering 

arxi leaving at will. Why should they be hunan? Ask Mr. 

Sammler. He also feels that transcerrling the unsatisfactory 

humanity "is also getting rid of the human being." So he 

feels that there is no difference between transcending ani 

the h\illan existence arrl non being. But then eaoos the most 



crucial part of Mr. Sam,~er' e outlock: 

May be man should get rid of himself. Of course. 
If he can. But also he has something in him which 
he feels is import.ant to contirrue. Something that 
deserves to go on. It is sanething that has to go 
on, and we all know it. The spirit feels cheate:l., 
outraged, defiled, corrupted., fragmented, injured ••• The 
spirit knons that its gror.th is the real aim of 
e.xi stence.. • The best. • • is to be disinterested. 
Not as misanthropes dissociate themselves, by judging, 
but by not judei11b• ~r willing as God wills. (p.236) 

The end~ of Mr. S~er' s Planet thei'€fore need not 

cane as a shock to any close reader. For, as many critics 

believe there is no about face. No strlden realisation. As was 

stated earlier, the man is the message, the message man. 

So his life itself 1 exEIIlplifies his philosop~', that growth 

of the spirit is the real aim of existence. 

Looking at the dead body of Elya Gr\ll'ler, Sam-:tler says 

in a Ine."ltal whisper: " 0 0 • He was aware that he must meet, 

ani he did meet - through all the confusion ani degraded 

clorminc of this life through which He are speeding - he did 

meet the tel"hls of his cCl'ltract. The tenus which, in his 

inmost heart 1 each m<m knO\iS. As I know mine. As all knO\.,.. 

For that is the truth of it - that we all know, Gc:rl, that 

we know, that ,.,e know, we know, we know." ( P• 313) 

So lir. Sar.uuler, reaffinns his faith in life and cooti-

nues his existence, for he knows that he has to meet the 

tenus of his contract, which in his inaost heart ,he alme knorts. 
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HlDholdt 1s Gift Trying for the Celestial, 
Ballon springs no leak. 

Daniel Fuchs in his essay on Humboldt 1 s Gift begins: 

The familiar Bellow tension between aspiring self 
and resistant world, spiritual seeking am material 
fin:iing, issued int. o a story of a poet engulfed 
by the cootradictions and a friend straining to 
reconcile them. The anti-theses here are so 
sharp that they can be held together - when they 
are held together - only by a canic perspective. 9 

lli!:,oboldt 1 s gift, one feels is almost an extension of 

Herzog. For most of the characters reappear, thoueh in dif-

ferent names and garbs. Jonathan Wilson says: 

Hunboldt' s Gift most vi vidl.y recalls Herzoe, but it 
isumbillcally connected to all the other novels. 

·, Charlie Citrine who in himself is very close to 
Moses Herzog, is divorced frau the bitchy but 
beautiful Denise ard embroile:l in an affair with 
the sa""-cy but dEI!landi~ Renata ~ •• Reincarnations 
of Eadeleine ani Ramona, DS'lise and Renata are 
not tre ooly familiar fieures. Citrinf0s brother 
Julius is Herzog's brother Shura .•.• 

Thout;h a superficial reseJ,blance could be established 

between 5ellO'v-.' 1 s characters in Humboldt 1 s Gift an:J other 

novels and most of the 11Bellovian dilemma" is vividly pre-

sent in the novel, where Humboldt 1 s Gin. differs frCill the 

rest is the transcen:ling of these dilenma, which is not a 

solution, but a movenent to a higher stage of reconciliation 

with e:dstence and death. 
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Going thro~h the manuscripts of H\lllboldt 1 s Gift, Daniel 

Fuchs has written that the novel was a fusion of two se-

parate novels. One about Huraboldt and New York and the 

secmd me about Sweibel and Cantabile an:i Chicago. 

Humboldt 1 s Gift came into being by the canic juxtaposition 

of the two and Bellow believed for a long time that it was 

his funniest book. 

Richard G. Stem in New York Times magazine has written 

that origin of the n<nel was the death of Saul Bellow' e old 

friend, poet Delmore Schwartz, who h~ died amid poverty and 

squalor. Bellvrl, as Charlie Citrine sees Humboldt eating 

a pretzel in the street, had seen him and could not face 

him. Bell~; began to write a memoir, which later turned 

fictional. At the same time he wa~ working on anot!'er 

book, based on the life and stories of another friend, 

David Pelz, a contractor, a health freak. And in words of 

11Pelz' s character and misadventures melted into the 

book about Hwboldt, and another deeper Bellovian narrator 

11 
came along to hold the worlds together." 

Daniel Fuchs writes th:1t, 

Written over a period of eight years, Humboldt' 
Gift was a vortex in search of a center. In 
all those years there was a cmstant elenent, the 
character of Hwnboldt. What was not cmstant was 
the way Humboldt was conceived, the person doing the 
conceiving, and the precise ambience of the conception.12 



The narrator of the novel, who holds the two worlds 

together, Charlie Citrine, has lived a life, according to 

Daniel Fuchs, "wh:i. ch is a tale of two cities, ~~ew York and 

Chicago; culture and anarchy, you might say, except that 

culture veers towards anarchy and anarchy towards culture. 11 14 

The novel about the poet Debuore Schwartz did not becCJlle 

a reality, until, as Bellow himself said in an interview 

to Lomon Sunday Times, "I got into sane of the characters 

around him; they took the book ov·er and it became interes

ting and possible. n 15 

Charlie Citrine, perhaps, is the only Bellovian character 

who does not seem to suffer intensely, for all Bellovian 

characters, the outside world is hostile, to which they 

become reconciled, because life is sacred. Asa Leventhal of 

The Victin1 also suffers not much. But as is stated earlier, 

his stature as the hero of the novel is debatabl~. Hore 

than that, tmlike Citrine, he has no quest, to fathan the 

deeper realities. Eut Citrine, as Jonathan hilson has pointed 

out, "is in a.1 advanced Bellovian stage, in which the pulling 

of his life in order has nothing to do >dth w.Jorld.ng out 

his feeliii[;s about his ex-wife Denise, deciding l'.hether or 

nat to merry his lover Renata, finding financial equilibriun, 

setting up a stable home, or even coming to te:nns with 

his own neuroses. lHscovering the light-in-being has put him 

beyond all that riddle." 16 
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Instead of reacting to the outside world, Charles 

Citrine has reached a stage, where he can view the events 

with absolute detachment. This is sanething which Artur 

Sammler yearns for. As Sammler says, ''the best ••• is to be 

disinterested. Not as misanthropes dissociate themselves, by 

~udging, but by not judging. By:_ 'Willing as God wills. :r(Mr.Sammler•s 

Planet, p. 2.36) As Charlie Citrina says, 11How sad about all 

this human nonsEl'lse which keeps us fran the larger truth. 

But perhaps I can get throueh it once an:i fer all doing 

what I am doing now. 11 ( p. 141) 

A brief canparison with Sammler will vividly bring to 

fare tre difference between Charlie Citrine and other 

characters of Bellow. When Stllllnler is confrmted with a crime, 

it stimulates his consciousness arri brings tffl world back 

to him in full farce; he "receives from tre crime the bene-

fit of enlareed vision. 11 ( p. 12 ) lJut Charlie Citrine is 

humiliate::i - forced at gun point to watch Ca.TJ.tabile loosen 

his bowels - Citrine finis out that, ''In a situation like 

this I mn always switch out and think about the h'l.lrlan condi-

tion over all... Humankind is full of nervous invention oi 

tr.is type, and I startoo to think ( to distract myself) of 

all volumes of ape behaviour I had read in my time, of 

Kohler and Yerkes and Zuckerman ••• 11 ( p. 8.3) 
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J mathan Wilson v.Tites that, 

Citrine is an expert at what he calls "turning out 11 • 

Whatever is happening to him in the external world 
seEms almost irrelevant to what is going on inside 
him. Unlike Samr.ll.er, the world does not interfere 
too much with Citrine1 s private meditations. Rushed 
around by Cantabile, Ci trine is able to concentrate 
his mind on Rudolf steiner. The state that Citrine 
comes closer than any other Bellow hero to achie
ving is one that Bellow's Joseph outlines and lauds 
:Ul the pages of diary - a state in which one is 
free of the mind-polluting world. 16 

In a conversation Von Humboldt Fl£isher, who is him-

eelf a father figure of Charlie Citrine, tells him that, 

I think you may be ••. me of those Axel types 
that only cares about inner inspiration, no connec
tion with the actual world. The actual world 
can kiss J'Our ass... You leave to poor bastards 
like me to think about matters like money and 
status and success arrl failure and oodal pro
blems and politics. You do not give a damn for 
such things. ( P• 122) 

If it is true, what is wrong with that, a~s Ci trine back. 

Jonathan ·;,'ilson feels that like most of Bellow's heroes, 

Citrine too is drawn to deterr.ri.ned, powerful, assertive indi-

victuals, v;ho terri to make . him feel 'impotent and paralysed,' 

and in whose cm.pany h:· can behave mly like a child. But, 

this impotence, para~si s is transformed into something positive 

by all Bellow's charact&·s, for Jonathan riilsoo considers this 

to be Bellow's heroes, most important ani vitally self-

preserving achievEJnents. The incident, where Citrine is forced 

to go to the top of a half built sky scraper along with 
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C!Llltabile, tread upCil q>en noors and look down fran 

dizzying heights - which clearly symboliees, according to 

Jonathan Wilson, Citrine' s 'Bellovian impotence', - Citrine' s 

reaction is positive: 

But however scared and harassed, ~ sensation, 
living soul was also gratified. I knew it took 
too much to gratify me. The gratification -
threshold of my soul had risen too high. I must 
bring it down again. It was excessive. I must, 
I knew, change everything. ( P• 102) 

Jonathan Wilson writes that, 

the "sensation 11 that Citrine loves is not eo 
much the danger, but too ccaplete humiliation 
and paralysis. Like Artur Sammler and the black 
pick"'1>0cket, Herzog and l-1adleine, Henderson and 
Dahfu with the lion, Wilhelm and his father, 
Augie and Simon, Leventhal and Allbee, and 
Joseph am the aney, Citrine denies his energy, 
his "gratification", tran his relat1Cilship with 
a figure to lobom be is deep~ attracted and who 
can offer him mly impotence. For Bellow's 
heroes, paradoxically, a productive crisis is 
one that is parazys1ng.17 

But h·~re perhaps Jonathan Wilson is wrcng. It is true 

that most of Bellow's characters desire "gratification" from 

B relationship ltd ch can offer only impotence. But Char]je, 

Citrine 1 s case is different. Humiliation for Citrine is not 

an end itself. For him it is just another instance of 

growing out of human vanity. As any spiritual text will point 

out, gradng out of one's vanity, ego, is only the first 

step towards spiritual awakening. Citrine' s behaviour ehould 

be analysed, taking into consideratim, this aspect • As 
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Citrine himself reveals: 

I want to be clear ho'r1ever1 that l speak as a 
person who had lately received or experienced 
lieht, I don't mean 11The lieht 11 • 1 mean a kind of 
light-in-the being, a tlri.ng difficult to be precise 
about, especially in an account like this, ~here 
so many mntankeroue erroneous silly and delusive 
objects, actions and phena:tena are in the fore
ground. ( p. 177) 

This humiliation, which actually one feels is a part of 

Citrine' s grmo.th, is reflected in ether aspect~ too. Though 

his affair 'With Renata is not fulfilled, he still looks 

after her son with love and affection when she dumps hirrt 

at his care. This growth can be seen in his disaffection tO\·tarda 

money. As he tells cantabile, 111t 1 s true I have got no 

money lert., but 1 have been doing better without money than 

I ever did with it • 11 ( p. 458) 

Unlike Bellow' t> other characters, C!.trine is obsessed 

with death. H erwg aloo pmder·s about death. But Herz~ 1 a 

meditatior, on death is a by-product of his thoughts on ex:i-

stence. In fact, for Herzog, death-thoughts are canplE:mEmtal·y 

in nat urc. But for Ci trine it is not so. It just supplements 

his life. His existence is no headache for him. He has att-

ained, as stated earlier·, a detacl'lr!ent. But death barnes 

him. And his life it seems bccanes a quest to unravel 

that zcyste ry. 
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This quest, which is perennial in all Bellow's charact-

ers, e.g., Joseph thirst for liberty in the DanelJ-pg 

~1an, becanes, in Citrine, for death. In the begiming of 

the narration Citrine says, 1'1 spent far too much time, 

moonill; about and canmuni~ with tre desi." ( p. 9) This 

fatal attraction for death harbours, es Citrine himself 

feels, a1 the borders of insanity. He feels the dead are 

lucky, for they have left the horrible existence on earth. 

¥..y waY'..i~ character is far fran sound •.• And 
all such things must be utterly clear to the 
dead. They have finally left the problematical 
clruey earthly an:.i hunan sphe~. I have a 
hunch that in life you looc rutward fran the 
ego, yow· center. In death you are at tre 
periphery looking inward. ( p. 10) 

Ci.trine' s detacllnent wtth the external world and growing 

consciousnesG of death, makes him think that he too is 

becaning 1 dead-like'. 111 found certain characterl sties were 

beginning to stick to me. As time went m, for instance, I 

found myself becoming absurd in the manner of Vm Humboldt 

.. Joi.Eher. 1( p. 1C7) Though in the beeirming Citrine is 

horri f'ied about death, later he becomes fascinate:!. by it. 

Umer the innuence of ste:i.J1er he was experiencing sanething 

nevi: 111 seldan thought of death in the horrmdous old "tay. 

I was not experiencing the suffocating grav-e or dreading an 

eternity of boredan, nowadays. Instead I often felt unusually 

light and sv:ift paced. 11 ( p. 221) 
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Citrine starts feeling that death is 8 necessity. He 

feels that Spinoz8' s argunents are wroog, which says that 

if 8 dislodged stone has consciousness, it would think, "I 

a:n flying through the air." Citrine argues that if it had 

thouehts, it would not be a mere stcne. It could also 

originate movanent. Citine feels that the power to thiDk and 

kno'W is real freedan. And thinking will make it obvious 

that spirit exists. P~·sical body, he feels is an ae;ent of 

tre spirit and its rrirror. The body is the spirit • a memora

ndum to itself. As Citrine says, 11The earth is literally a 

mirror of thoughts. Objects themselves are anbodied thoughts. 

Death is the dark backing that a mirror needs if we are 

to sef: anything." ( p. 262) 

Citrine says that ''the thoU[ht of the life we are now 

leading may pain us as r,reatly later en, as the thought of 

death pains us now." ( p. 336) Citrine feels that it is 

the ienorance of death that is destroying hUI;lanity: "Ignorance 

of death is destroying us •.• no honourable person can refuse 

to devote his srul to this problem of problems. Death has 

no serious challenge, fran science, cr fran philosophy or 

religion or art ••• " ( p. 350 ) 

Citrine has even learned to tackle death. He asks that 

if after all the glory and passionate vi vidnesfi, oblivion is 

all one has to expect, what options are left,. •'One option 
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is to train yourself gradually into oblivion so that no great 

change has taken place when you have died ••• ''( p. 357) which 

is what actually Citrine is trying. In any transformation, 

which is slo\1 and deep, there will be a phase when one 

feels that you are not here or there. The pull of the exte-

rnal world and the quest for higher neanings make you 

dangle in the mid-air. Citrme experiences this. As Jonathan 

Wilson points out, "Aware that he ic stimulated by crisis, 

Citrine is further aware that his pervasive "dangling" has 

sanehm1 caused him to be "not free". Unable to generate a 

sustaining interest in the world that he inhabits and una-

ble to achieve the measure of tro11scmdence that he cltims to 

desire, Citrine recognises Ulat he is turning into an invisible 

man. n18 As Citrine says, 

I was aware that I used to think, that 1 knew 
where I stood (taking the universe as a frame 
of reference). Dut I was mistaken. However, 
at least, I could say that I had benn spiri
tually efficient not to be crushed by ignorance. 
HO\•evE'r,i t was no-v1 apparent to me that that I 
was neither of Chicago nor sufficiently beymd 
it, and thnt Chi cage 1 s material and daily inte
rests and phenotaena are neither actual and vivid 
enough or symbolically clear enough to me. So that 
I had neither vivid actuality nor symbolic clarity 
and for the time bei~ I was utterly nm..here. {p. 260) 

But where Jonathan \'lilson perhaps gres l-Irong is in the 

assunption that t!1.s condition - the "dangling condition" - is 

the eternal state of Citrine. He does not recognise that it 
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is a temparary phase, a transient one, l-:hi.ch inevitably has 

to le!d to higher stages. 

Fail:ing to read this basic tenor of tte book, most of 

the critics have lambasted Bellow and have written that the 

novel leads nowhere and a canprOIJise had to be hammered out. 

And this canpromise, according to then has destroyed the force 

of the book. }lost of then feel that the end is rot 

convincing at all. Daniel Fuchs in his exhaustive study on 

Humboldt's Gift. writes: 

The exhaustion of Charlie Citrine am the shaky 
farm his affirmation takes seem intimately related 
and point to a gap between the ideal and the 
real so \d.de that it can only lead to an uncon
vincing denouement. Humboldt's Girt, for example, 
is supposed to be canic poetic justice, but it 
may more easily be perceived as a boanerang. 
Trying for the celestial, the balloon springs a 
leak. 19 

J ooathan ~·lilson echoes almost the ss.me sentiments when 

he writes: 

Charlie Citrine, who 11kn0\>ts" the static contra.rit::s 
of both his o~ personality and of the world that 
he inhabits, fails to be energised by them. Citrine 
has no quest, and, consequently, Humboldt 1 s Gift 
has no real dialectical thrust. This is partly 
because Citrine 1 s self-imm1ledge coalesces with the 
informing vision of tl~ novel in which he 
apPears, and is partly because ro is not so much 
an imagined character -with the distance and tension 
that implies - as an avatar of his creator. 20 

Both these views are a result of the limited underst-

anding of the novel. Jonathan Wilson's statanent that 
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Charlie Citrine has no quest is absolutely wrcng. Pemaps, 

he would have been right, if he had stated that Citrine' s 

quest is different from other Bellow protagonists. Other 

heroes of Bellow have a quest for life, but for Citrine, it 

is a quest for death. And this quest is very evident. And 

sire e its pres €flee autamati cally guarantees tre dialectical 

thrust, to say tha. t it is absent is erroneous. And once 

tre focus of the quest of Charlie Citrine is establishErl, 

we find that the typical endiq;, typical cf a Bellovian novel 

is very much present in Hunboldt 1 s Gift too. 

The contention of Daniel Fuchs that the affirmation of 

Charlie Citrine, which lends an artificiality to the f:inal. 

denouement depends upon identifying what Charlie Citrine is 

affirmi.~. The graveyard scene, where Hunboldt 1 s body is 

buried, is ore of the most poignant endings of Bellow's 

novels. The half-sung song of }1 enasha, m:ixing pain with 

memory and the sanbre mood, all lends an air of man's 

meaningless existence am as Charlie Citrire thinks, •rthi s is 

what beca:nes of UB." rPs m001ar-y races back, and all those 

strange and odd characters fran childhood return and Citrine 

observes, 11They were all gone but ourselves". 

For Charlie Citrine it is a reaffirmation of his 

faith in death, a celebration of death, a longing to be back 

8Jil0ng the dead, l>ilom he l011ed and cared for. A time to cast 
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away the quotidian needs and knock at the doors of eternity. 

The Dean's Dece-.nber: Bellow's Weltanschauung, 

Sans Bellow's World 

The Dean' s December is, perhaps, Bellow's least success

ful book. The book fails totally. Perhaps a.rt.er writing 

Hunboldt 1 s Gift Saul Bellow's genius got exhausted. In every 

creative writer's life, there comes a time, when a kind of 

sterility possess them. The Dean's December is probably a 

produ.ct of such a phase. That it Bel1o'"~ ms transcended and has 

writtm books like :Hore Die of Heartbreak in tre ei.ghtie s, 

which 

~, 

challenged even the greatness 

is a different matter. 

of Herzog and Humboldt' s 

A "journalist, hi.ghbr01o1 

( p. 88), Albert Corde has 

professor, dean and 

cane to Bucharest 

intellectual" 

"d th his 

Rooanian born wife Minna to visit her dying mother. In 

Chicago, Corde has left behind a double. cri:3is. A student n 

in the college, lihere hE is dean has been murdered.. A black 

W;ore and her pimp have been arrested and accused. Corde 

has ensured a reward for iruplic ating them, which ultimately 

ends up 'Wi. th his being labelled a racist. The chief accuser 

is his nephew. The defendir..g counsel 1n the trial is Corde' s 

first cousin Kax Detilion, a man detennined to dirty the 

image of Corde. 
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Another problf!Il is with his Provost,Alec Witt. Corde 

has written a series of articles in Harper's magazine m 

Chicago. Since it is a devastating attack on the establish

ment it offends almost everyone, especially the authorities 

of his college. 

l'IJ.nna• s mother dies md after the funeral Corde returns 

to t;e\·: York. By this time, an old friend De\vey Spangler, 

a famrus columnist, goes public w:i th sane carment made by 

Corde in private. Corde resigns fran the post of the college 

dean. 

Daniel Fuchs 
II 

says The Dean• s Decanber is a tale of 

two disnal cities. Bucharest is a disaster, an instance of 

'the penitentiary stfite.• •.• where Bucharest is full of 

debilitation arxl death, Chicago is full of depravity and 

decadmce, the 'soft nihilism• 

}:any critics fed that the setting of the novel in two 

cities is just the exterior manifestation of the split in 

ths hero Albert. Corde. J mathan Wilson, \Jlo believes that 

almost all of Bell"-' 1 s heroer are caught between a need 

for order in life an:i a propensity to create chaos, feels, 

the setting of the novel is also divided between 
rt:pre sent ati ves of 01-der and chaos. The . time and 
actim Srl.rt frail east to west, from Bucharest to 
Chicago. In Eastern Europe, Corde is witness to 
totalitarian cruelty, to arbitrary order at its 
most unnerving and ridiculous~.. Corde, in a 
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general way, cannot help but note the fear, circum
spection, and hint of betrayal implicit in practi
cally every human transaction that is urrlertaken 
in Bucharest ..• In Chicago Corde bears witness to 
the detritus of crime and ha.rtiship bro~ht do'\111 
upon the city by inadequacy of its governors~ .. 
the unmitigated violmce of its criminals ••. " 

Bellow' vivid description of ~:ew York and Chicago have 

always been brilliant. But J <l'lathan Wilson feels that "too 

cities in his most recent novels are ult:fm.ately maps of 

a single consciousness rather than representations of urban 

life. The city is at the service of an idea: the 'Idea c 

that the world is irrevocably split :in the sane way as 

its representative Bellovian inhabitant. 1123 Concluding his 

comnents on Huuboldt's Girt, Jonathan \'lilson has written 

that Bellow seems to have consumed himself in Hunboldt 1 s 

Gii't. For this reason, W1en it canes to Dean's DecEillber, 

the autobiographical element is canpletely discarded. 

This could have been the main reason, \o.hy unlike 

Herzog, Citrine, or even Sanunler, Albert Corde is not a.Lle 

to evoke any interest. E:ver since the publication of Herzog, 

Bellow has more or less chosen to rec<l'lstitute himself in 

the person of his novel's protagonist. Nobody doubts that 

Herzog and Citrire are autobiographical figures. Jonathan 

~ilson laments that until the publication of The Dean's 

December, he had tended to believe that Bell~' s self-

cmSUDption was detrimental to his fiction. Herzog a.rrl 
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Citrine drew their fictive authenticity fran the autobio-

gra}ilical elemEilt E in their persona. "lt is paradoxical", 

writes Jonathan \';ilson, "and ironic that when Bellow half-

heartedly attsnpts to 'imagine' a personal history for Albert 

Coroe, the result is to 

less 'present' than his 

render him inauther.ti c and 

24 
predecessors". 

even 

The Dean's December is one of the few Bellow' a novels 

in which the married hero does not have several miBtreeses or 

even one. strangely, one finds that the hero is married 

happily. The Victim is the only other novel where the 

hero, Asa Leventhal, is happily married. In t re Dangling 

~' Joseph though married to Iva, seeks the help of Kitty. 

Augie gets marrie:i at the end, but unfortunately the "dfe 

in deceptive. Herrlerson was not at all happy with Lily 

in too begimd.ng. Samrnler is a \".ido1·:er, ;;here as Herzog 

and Citrine are fig::ting divorce suits in the court. 

Contrary to hi~ earlier style, Bellm: does not reveal 

much about his hero 1 s personal history. Repeatedly in the 

narration, Albert Corde makes reference to his "erotic insta-

bility" ( pp. 9, 53, 198 ), but no further inforn.ation is 

given. Curious reader v:ill have to depend on his knowle:ige 

about Herzog, Augie Harch or Charlie Citrine to authenticate 

the statement. The reader is imaginatively dre.wn to fill in the 

YOid with Sam Oguki, RamCl1a, Daisy, l!adeleine, Renata and others. 



At the en:i of the novel, one finds Corde, his 

troubles almost over, inside the giant telesc~e at Mo.mt 

Palanar, ascending upwaros with his wife l'..irma, who is 

an astronaner. It is "damn cold". And Corde is not intere-

sted in caning d01-m. He wants to be rd.th his wife, or 

move axnong the celestial bodies of the heaven! ne looks 

at the sky and says, "The sky was tense with stars, but 

not so ten fie as he was, in his breast. E.'verything over-

head was in equilibrium, kept in place by mutual tensions. 11 

Perhaps, Corde is canparing tn:: tension that he himself is 

suffering due to the chaos of the l'lorld, to the harmony 

visible in the heavms. 

Ja1athan Wllscn writes that "moving between heav€:1 and 

earth, between the coldness of the stars and that of the 

"death house" ( p • .311), betwem intimation of transcendence 

ani mortality, Corde manentarily feels that he would like 

to reraain suspended, gazing into the enveloping star ll t 

darkness, rather than return to earth. u 25 

Definitely tre book ends v.:ith a reaffirr.•ation of life and 

n l'Jill to transcend the wcrld, which can no longer sus-

tain tre interest 01 Albert Corde: 

Through these distortions you saw objects, forms, 
partial realities. The rest was to be felt. And 
it wasn't only that you felt, but that you were 
drarm to feel and to penetrate further, as if 
you were being informed that what was spread over 
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you had to do \td.th your existence, d~n to the 
very blood and the crystal forms inside your bones. 
( p. 311) 

The culmination, as in all BellGI 1 s novels, is lyrical, but 

uncanvincing. It looks artificial, as though saneth:ing haa been 

juxtaposed for the sake of an ending. But this failure is 

the result of the total dryness experienced throughout the 

book. One is naturally incJined to agree with Jonathan WilsCI'l 1 s 

observation, "Unfortunately, as far as the vitality of The Dean's 

Decanber is concerned, when the ''Personal history" is discarded, 

so too are all those mesnerizing and edifYing bitches atxi 

bullies, l-:ho so enliven the novels in which they appear, mat 

we are left with in 'l'he Dean 1 s Decanber is a series of dry 

intellectual messages: Bellow's Weltanschauung without. Bellow's 

world. n26 

Post-script 

In all his novels, the Bellovian dilemma remains the same. 

The same problems are discussed- ~t:iJnes intensely, sanetimes 

not. From Hr, Sanr.Jl.er 1 s Planet to '!be Dear's December, we 

find the same Bellow urr;ing us to live1 in a world which h~ 

turned utterly pessimistic. 

Hr. Sammler1 s Planet is often considered to be different 

fran the rest , though it is ally superficially. Hr. Sanmler, 

aft;er livir.l(; the horror of Nazi regime feels ccntenpt for 

a generation, existing in verbal harangues on the establishment., 

is wly natural. But, the focus of the book is different. 



Mr. SamrrJ.er, even after seeing the dark side of his world, 

still wa11ts to live, for he wants to complete his contract, 

a contract about which every man knows in his heart. 

Humboldt's Girt is different in that sense. For, 

Citrine is not reaffl.nnini; his faith in life, but in 

death, at the end. 'fhis actually is a radical c.~ange. 

Perhaps, ~aul Bellow's ally book in which we find his 

whole philosophy just turned upside dol1I1. 

The Dean's December, 

seems to says that in 

danocratic set-up, life 

the last book to be discussed 

a totalitarian as well as in a 

is tough. Yet, man must continue 

to live. Perhaps, to transcend the quotidian and ri ae up 

to the stars. 

Except for Hunboldt 1 s Girt, in the rest of the books 

one finds Bello\i being preoccupied with the sa:-:1e obsession. 

Humboldt's Gift does not look different, superficially, for 

death c<:.:moL be discussed without di scussi.Il[ existence. And 

the painf: and pleasures of existence is the wellspring of 

Bellm·:'s can01. 
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Chapter V - Conclusion 

Return and Reaffinnati on 



Fran the readings of Saul Bellow• s texts it becanes 

clear that he has a central vision. All his novels exE~Tipli-

1'y tfd.s. Saul BelloH in his works, creates a universe, 

which bear testimony to his vision. Ja1athan \Vilsoo quoting 

Isaiah Berlin, divides writers and thinkers according to a 

figurative interpretation of tm hedgehog and the fox. 

According to tld.s, oo one side are those who: 

relate everythi:nc to a single central vision, one 
system less or more co:OOrent or articulate, in 
tenns of which, they understand, think and feel 
••• and, on the other side, •. those who pursue 
many ends, often unrelated arrl even crntradicto
ry. Connected, if at all, Qlly in sane de facto 
way •.. The first kind of intellectual and artistic 
personality belongs to hedeehog, the second to the 
f exes; and without insist:ing <n a rieid classi
fication, we may, 1.zithout too much fear of con-
tradiction, say that, in this sense Dante belongs 
to the first category, Shakespeare to the secood; 
Plato, Lucretius, Pascal, Hecel, Dostoevsky, Nietzsche, 
Ibsen, Proust are, in varying degrees, hedgehogs; 
Herodotus, Aristotle, Mootaigne, Erasuus, Holiere, 
Goethe, Pushkin, Balzac, J ayce are faxes! 1 

Saul Bellow's works definitely have a "fro:y" appearance. 

This is because so many issues, indeperrJent of each other 

are discussed in the works. Another reason is the flexibility 
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of the text to acconmocate differEilt layers of interprets-

tion. Herzog, according to Jonathan Wilson, is a novel about 

a man freeing himself fran a paralysing oosession with his 

ex--wife. 2 Nobody can refute this. But everybody knows that 

Herzog is sonething more. Or tal<e Tony Tarmer, who believes 

that Bellow's characters are American protagCilists caught in 

a dilemma of identity and independence. But, we know that 

Bellow is merely deploying a specific situation to project 

a universal truth. Precisely it is because of these th1ngs 

that Bellow's novels get a 'fax:y' appearance. 

Jonathan Wilson says that "despite the fo.xy apPearance of 

Saul Bello-w's novels, in which an unusually wide range of 

seaningly disparate issues are discussed, his fiction if;, 

I would suggest, the work of a hedgehog. For, like 

Berlin's novelists;hedgehogs, Dostoovsey and Proust, Bellow's 

novels articulate a system, a single vision of the world.'J 

Analysi.ne each novE:l deeply, ,.te fjnd the issues that 

BellO\·: confronts are tbe same. The protagonists change, the 

situations differ, but the issues rsaain perennial. Now, what 

is the central issue, or the focus of Bellow's novels? It 

can be worded simply: The world is hostile, it is suffoca

ting, it is strangulatiiJG, am catalysi,ng this process is the 

knowledge, that life is meaningless. Yet, Bellow says, there 

is an inherent lust in every man for life. 
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What is life? What 8ll1 I, a speck in the mighty cosmos, 

an inconsequent microcosm, doing here? .All Bellow's heroes 

are baffled by thi. s question, and all Bellow's heroes fall 

baclc dazed, unable to canprehend the ultimate truth. 

For four decades, BellO\>~ wrestles 'With this question: 

What is existence? Joseph in Dgngling Man, Allbee in ~ 

Victim, AU£ie Harch, Henderson, and Wilhelm in Seize the Dar. 

A 11 of them are puzzled by this, and so are Santnler, Herzog, 

and Albert Corde. All these characters are entirely different, 

each one facing a specific situation, each one caning up 

with his own resolution. But there is, in these characters, a 

unity in diversity. All of them transcend their i.nuaediate 

quotidian reality ani stretches their arms towards the in

canprehensible, ultimate truth. And unfortunately all of them 

fail. For, they have to fai 1. For they are not gods, but 

mere mortals, bound by flesh and blood, and driven by 

innortal lmginr;s. 

Dut Bellow's heroes in their quest can triunph onl:,r 

\'#hen the ultimate riddle of life is solved by ma.nl:ind ·TlJeir 

defeat is not unique, but universal, their def zat is not 

ignoble, but it has a halo of its Ol-f'l· It levitates them 

fran the level of the ordinary to the extraordinary. It 

clubs them toeether with all time great philosophers, who 



throughout the innwerable centwies, grappled with this 

question of questions, and a1ded Up defeated, huniliated, and 

coo fused. 

The opposite of triumph need not always be defeat. For defeat 

can alHays be the steppi!l[', stone towards success. It is 

despair. The state of ultimate rejection. The phase of utter 

hopelessness, embalmed by the fear of persecution. A no 

exit situation. Arxi all Bellow's heroes are desperate. But 

ti:is despair does r;ot lead then to suicide, nor does it 

lead them to rejection of life. This is where 3ellow1 s 

heroes are eli. fferent. 

They r.JaY not be able to unravel the reystery of life. 

Perhaps, the ji[;sm·J puzzle of existence ir, beyond their can-

prehensicn. A child if'· not. aware of the biology of 

mammary glands, as j_t sucl:s its rr.other' s breast. It is an 

instinctive action. And so to exist, one need not know 

the ultimate tn..-th behind the faca.:le of existence. It is 

enour;h thct you e:.J.st. This is ,.,hnt Bello\-? 1 s heroes do. 

They render meaninc. to a meanillGle-.ss e.Y.istence. 

Daniel Fuchs "\'Irites: 

The centrd thrust of Bellow's fiction is to 
deny nihilism, i.Im:Jorilig;t, and the aesthetic 
view. He wishes to make art possible for life. 
Where the artist hero soueht i solati Q"J' the 
BellO\,. protagonist loflbs for com:mnity and ironic 
distance gives way to the nearness of confessior•.4 
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Jonathan rw'ilson notes, 

Submerged in this harsh, unaccommodating . world, 
Bellow's heroes persistently try to imagine a 
better one. V.'hile they are being persecuted, 
cheated, betrayed, ar hurniliated by their fel
lowmen, Bellow's heroes yet protest that, against 
all the evidence, the world Im.lst be at least half 
governed by a set of values that are positive 
ani rewardine· Denying any oojective validity 
to their 0\<m negative ~erimce of the world, 
the heroes imagine a world of truth, order, 
hannony, and love to l<:hich they aspire, and 
to which they are sentimentally attached, but in 
which they never arrive. 5 

Or as Lionel Trilling pointed out, 11the idea that the 

nom1 of life should be one of order and peace, honour and 

beauty" is an idea that \'.€ associate -r1ith Shakespeare and 

not r.'i.th our apocalyptic t11.ent.ieth-century novelists. Accardine 

to Trilling, Bellow is almost unique in his positive asser-

tions, so thc.t as readers ,.a are so shocked by hi s posi-

tion that "~ respond with disccofort airl embarrassment. "6 

Joseph, in Dangling Man decides to join the e..n:ty, 

AuQ_e March is positive about the axial lines of life to 

wl:i.ch any man can return at an·; time, Henderson wants to 
-;'· ...... 

study medicine, join some missionaries and cane to India 

to treat patients, Wilhelm transcends sorrow. Herzog is at 

peace with h:imsclf, having understood the "strength behind 

simple desires" • Samnler decides to continue to live, to 

.I:leet the tenns of the contract, about lihich everyman in 

his innennost heart knous. Albert Corde wants to stay 
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Q1. t~ of Mount Palanar, peeping :i.Jlto the eternity. 

The only problem is Asa Leventhal, in The Victim. But, 

then, who the real hero of that novel is ah.rays debat

able. One often feels that Kirby Allbee is the ~ro. For, he 

is the one who suffers the Bellovian dilenma of existence. 

Asa Leventhal is a passive man, mocnlng about his ldfe, 

contented to live in a self created cocoon. id.rby Allbee 

suffers the vagarie~ of fate. 

throW'l rut of jet,. Drunkard, 

Yet, at the end 1·:e find him 

as he says, "1 am the one 

runs things." 

His wife is lost. He is 

wcnaniser, an:l 

caxing .to tenns 

comes to terms 

what not. 

with life, or 

"d th whoever 

A closer look reveals that this is the resolution all 

Bellow's heroes take. Herzog's discovery of the simple 

strength of simple desires, Henderson's quest for service, 

Joseph's determination to place . himself at the army's dispo

sal, are al1 essentially same... carill1[ to teros l'ti th life. 

A reaffirmation of the faith in life. 

The only book "·hich stands differently is Hunboldt 1 s 

Q.Ul. The difference is not fundamental. In fact the issu-

es are same. \·!here it differs is, from r1hich side of 

eternity you look at it. Charlie Citrine believes that death 

is the black surface in the mirror' needed to renect life. 
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And at the end Charlie Citrine too reaffirms his faith. 

But not his faith in life, but his faith in death. If 

one views life and death, as two sides Of the same coin 

- exl.stence - tllm Charlie Citrine 1 s resolution is no dif-

ferent from ot~r Bellow's heroes. The difference, as stated 

earlier, is just in the angle fran where i:. is viewed. 

Critics, always look for some sort. of grOrith in 

writers. Growth is an integral part of existence. The 

writers in course of time can change their attitudes, out-

look or even their styles. But as far as Bellcn-1 is con-

cemed it is difficult to discuss a growth that is obvi-

oua. Though the characters and situation change, l'Je find 

the same impalderables facing us again and again. The same 

characters, in different garbs, telling the same facts, 

in different language, in different methods. Jonathan Wilson 

says rightly: 

What we appreherrl in Bellow's fiction is not, 
however, a protagonist ·l'bo is merely the sum of 
his ideas but one whose 1'Inind" - a mixture of 
mEJnor;,•, fantasy, creative imagination, and ideas-
becomes the substance of the novel. It is the 
mini of a highly unique individual. To a man 
the central characters in Bellow claim not to 
know 11\obo they are". As such they easily becan.e 
receptacles for ideas, for they are constantly 
teffting out versions of reality or of identity 
in an apparent at tempt to solve their O\'Jll 

"identity" arrl "reality" problems."/ 

This is not the case of just ate character. This is 

the case of everyone. "Toseph, Herzog, Sanmler, Ci trire ,Augi.e 
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Henderson. In every one of these novels, we move more through 

the mind, of the inner world of the protagonists, which 

like a cistern is filled "''i.th ideas, events only to be 

systematically emptied :in the next moment. To establish 

their identity, it seems inevitable that they have to t:cy 

and discard all available masks. 

J<nathan Wilson feels that there is a change, a drastic 

change from Herzog onwards. The change is not :in style. 

The changes, according to him is in the characters. He 

l·.rrites, 

Fran Herz?J; ansa.rds, thanks to their ability to 
change reality into language - or any kin:i of so
phisticated internal musings - Bell0\-;1 s heroes no 
longer strUggle with the fact that they are being 
paralysed, bullied, cheated, repressed, q:>pressed, 
or in sane vital way restricted either by an 
individual, a group of individuals, or society 
as a whole. Instead they seem almost grateful 
to find themselves in the state of being that 
they know catapults them into higher states of 
mind. Bellow's late heroes give up Cll teying to 8 solve the insoluble problans of their existence. 

In this context Jonathan Hilson is wrong. There is no 

perceptible difference bett1een pre-Herzog and post-Herzog 

heroes. The ability of the heroes to change reality into 

language or any kind of sophisticated internal musings, is 

not at all a post-p .. erzQg phenomena. This ability we find 

in almost all BelloH 1 s heroes. Joseph, Bellow's first hero 

changes reality into language through his diary. Asa Leve-

nthal, recaptures memories in his language. For, The Victim 
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is basically hi.s memories and musings. v.'ilhelm does the same 

in Seize the De,y. Augie March explains to his friend 

Clem Tambow in vivid terms, his concepts about axial lines 

of life. Henderson's chall;e in outlcx:i: towards his life, 

is best reflected in his letter to his wife Lily. So the 

claim that a'bility to translate reality into lant;u8f:e or 

internal nru.sings is a post-Herzog development carries no 

truth. 

Jonathan Wilsor1 also claims that Bellow's late heroes 

give up tryinc to solve the insoluble problems of thell' 

existence. That is true. But not only Bello1~ 1 s late heroes, 

all heroes of Bellovs, give up the quest to unravel life 

and instead decides to live. ill of them may haYe different 

reasons, to l'€turn to life. But l-shat is essentinl is their 

return to life. As 'I'JaS stated earlier, aU of thf.Jl1 r;ive 

up their quest, for the:.c knm·! that the;r are chasine an 

impossible drea.'ll. 

Jonathan ~·,ilsoo claims that poBt-Herzog heroes do not 

suffer. Except Charlie Citri~e in H'l.mlboldt's Gift, all the 

rest suffers. The;-/ react to the evtmtf: in the society .Albert 

Corde writes on Chica£::o' s darker side in Hamers, a journal. 

He also strives hard to brine to book the murderers of me 
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of his students, for which he gets bran:ied as a racist. 

Sanmler goes to the police station to lodge a canplaint 

against the pick pocket. He occasiom lly lectures '.:.o students. 

Post-Herzog heroes do not live a secluded life. Especially 

Artur Samrr.ler and Albert Corde. 

But Charlie Citrine is different. He is the mly Bellow 

hero, l'rho transcends the quotidian reality that he can 

vie\i almost everythilt: \dth detaclJnent. \·.'hen he is humiliat-

ed by the criminal Cantabile, 

watch h:i..u loosen his bO\·<els, 

switch out and think about 

forced at the gun point, to 

Citrine finds it easy to 

human conditions in general. 

On one occasim, we find him saying that he can even manage 

without money. As the novel proceeds, we find him getting 

more and more detached to the "'«>rld. But this detachnmt 

is not born out of dejectim. It is an outgrowth of his 

quest. For Charlie Ci trine it is a lust for death, not. a 

lust for life. In this respect, he stand rut as the black 

sheep in Bellm: 1 s fold. 

But does this lust for death :indicc.te that Bellow has turned 

volte face and is e::-bracirl[; the concepts of enstentialism, 

which considers life absurd ani nauserus. Does it mean that 

Bellow has switched outlo'.ics, ever since he made Herzog 

s~·, ''Let us set aside the fact that such convictions in 

the mouths of safe, cccforta.ble peq,le playing at crisis, 
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Is Bellow eni:>racing what 
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desperation, make me sick 11 (p.386) 

he reject~, ridiculed once? 

All these apprehensions are misplaced. It stems fran a 

pathological vim-v, that reads death as the end-all. This 

fear psychosis is a prcduct of the material outlook, lt.hl.ch 

rejects man's spiritual and metaphysical discussion as ncn

sense. The faux pas in reading nihilistic, pessimistic, dege

nerating ten:iencies in the convictim •luet for death', is 

caamitted fran man• s neurotic obsession, that one craves for 

death, only when life becanes unbearable. What they don't 

realise is that the desire for death could be the result 

of man's unquenching quest to unravel the III;j."Stery of exist

ence. They cannot imagine a Nachiketas, turnine down boons 

of imperial luxury, for the sake of the ultimate truth. It 

is this impotence 'Which forces a misreading of Bellow's 

hero's action. 

Charlie Citrine is not a mo:lern ~Jachi.ketas, but a 

Nachiketas in the maldng. It is his irrepressible urge to 

fathan the unknown depths of existence that makeS him crave 

for death. It blossans, not rut of dejecticn, but rut of a 

hunger for lmowledge. Thus Bellow is aeain rejecting the 

fundamentals of mcxiem man'~ misery, that Sartre and others 

propounde:i. For Charlie Citrine the world is neither nause

ating nor is it chartl;i.ng.It attracts him not. "Neither does 
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it repulse him. He is a cut above its stranglehold. 

Charlie Citrine 1 s deep longing for death, reflects 

not tba craving for the doa:a, but the strl ving for the 

apocalypse • 

Four decades of writing and BellQ-1• e lust for life 

has not dimin:ifbed, nor his proolems with it. Fran agony 

to ecstacy, fran pathos to humour, from philosophy to polemics, 

he swings, but like a penduJam, governed by the laws of 

simple hannonic motion, brid.J.Erl by too axial lines of life, 

Bellow• s canoo oscillates in a specific philosophical frame. 

No attempt to catapult out of trrl.s frame is discernible, 

for Eellow knows that it would ooly bring his •:hole 

v:eltanschauung down. So we hear again and again DellOl-11 s 

heroes' cry, a cry risin£ fran the dee.f.J recesses of their 

heart, grun-tu-iilolcni, grun~u-molani ( I want to live, I want 

to live). Life may be the dance of damned in the catacombs 

of horror, life may be a hopeless treY. in a dreary desert, 

l'd.th the burni!'lf; sun to break your looelinesc, life may 

be the excruciating pain in the torture chamLers, fran 

"1here the clockE \-Jere thrown out, but stilJ, if <nly for 

a fleeting secCl1d, Bellow1 s heroes want to live, to live, 

for they are conscious that life in itself is life 1 s 

greatest gi.t't. 

* * * 
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